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FOREWORD

The design of facilities for culturing insects is, or should be, a key topic in the broader subject of insect rearing. Facilities design, however, has too often been relegated, figuratively and literally, to the closet and back shelf. In fact, deliberate and thorough planning of production facilities has been the exception. There appears to be an erroneous assumption among many entomologists that insect tolerance of and adaptability to primitive rearing conditions cannot be reflected in their research results.

This is not to say that the development of physical environments for insect colonization has not received attention. A compendium of methods for culturing invertebrate animals prepared by Needham (1937) includes more than 150 articles, many of them about techniques and simple facilities. One of the most detailed examples, by White, describes sophisticated facilities for producing sterile blow fly larvae for use in the postoperative treatment of chronic osteomyelitis and other suppurative conditions and cites an urgent need for maggots suitable for surgical use. Conversely, the article on boll weevil culture, by Fenton, contains about 150 words, three of which are “no adequate information”; suggested facilities for boll weevil culture are large lantern globes or jelly tumblers.

Needham clearly identified the basic requirements for successful rearing: (1) Food, (2) protection from enemies, (3) a suitable physical environment, and (4) fit conditions for reproduction. More recently, the National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council Subcommittee on Insect Pests (1969), in considering insect mass production, identified the researchable refinements of these elements as (1) inexpensive standardized media, (2) techniques for extracting insect stages from their media, (3) techniques for providing acceptable high-density space use, (4) full understanding of the chemical and physical stimuli mediating mating and oviposition, (5) prophylaxis, and (6) maximum automation. They also stressed dependability, efficiency, and quality. Many of these elements lie within the scope of this bulletin.

Sponsorship of this bulletin is part of the continuing concern by the Agricultural Research Service for adequate exchange of information among scientists engaged in research related to insect rearing. Major workshops have been conducted by the Service, such as the “Planning and Training Conference for Insect Nutrition” held in 1963. In 1974 a workshop on the “Genetics of Insect Behavior” emphasized genetics in the performance of laboratory-reared insects and the possible modification of performance through genetic and nongenetic effects imposed by rearing and selection procedures. While such workshops are highly beneficial, we hope that the broader contribution to and availability of this bulletin will facilitate even greater information exchange.

It is axiomatic that the ability to colonize insects under managed conditions is fundamental to virtually every aspect of entomological endeavor. Pest-management schemes have actually come to rely upon rearing facilities, just as military strategists rely upon munitions plants. Moderate-size cultures of beneficial parasitoids and predators for inoculative releases are
being supplemented by large-scale production for mass releases over extensive geographical areas. Autocidal control measures rely absolutely upon massive releases for imposition of sterility on natural populations. Thus, the ready and constant availability of specimens makes possible the consideration of pest-control options not otherwise available and facilitates associated research. Substantial numbers of insects are required for testing toxicants and behavior- and growth-modifying chemicals, as well as for basic studies of the mechanisms involved in these and other physiological phenomena. The study of insecticide resistance, genetics, host interaction, insect pathology, epidemiology, transmission of insect-borne diseases, insect-related allergies, and other critical areas also consume large numbers of test insects.

To accomplish the intended research or control, the lab-reared insect must possess a genotype similar to that of its native counterpart. Thus, a sine qua non for colonization is a facility that assures adequate production without unduly compromising the quality of its product. This is accomplished through a dedicated and highly informed management that coordinates a system encompassing facilities, personnel, materials, procedures, and protocols. Success will be achieved to the extent that management is able to balance this complex system through controlled inputs and adequate feedback.

The contrast is marked between contemporary mass-rearing factories and the first attempts to colonize insects. Many of the objectives for which insects are cultured have also changed. It is hoped that the presentations herein will demonstrate the dynamic nature of this entomological specialty and contribute to its development.

DERRELL L. CHAMBERS
Director, Insect Attractants, Behavior,
and Basic Biology Research Laboratory,
Science and Education Administration
PREFACE

Most contemporary Federal, State, and industrial entomological laboratories maintain colonies of insects for research on insecticides, repellents, attractants, insect pathology, plant and animal resistance and disease transmission, biological and autocidal control of insects, and related subjects. This circumstance prompted E. F. Knipling (1966) to state that "as research delves into more fundamental aspects of entomology, and as various new approaches to insect control emerge, scientists are beginning to realize that successful insect colonization is a basic necessity for efficient and productive research on virtually every aspect of entomology." Adequate physical environments are essential to the pursuit of this important work and are required to study life histories, population dynamics, and physiological, behavioral, and other ecological phenomena (Flitters et al. 1956; Atmar and Ellington 1972). Because of this emphasis on controlled environments, an International Atomic Energy Agency panel (1968) actually advocated development of designs for insect-rearing "factories." This bulletin is intended to provide such designs for establishment of facilities for entomological research and insect production.

This bulletin includes 28 articles that are formally classified into 4 sections. The first two sections, "Bioclimatic Chambers" and "Room-Size Units," provide the basis for Sections 3 and 4, "Quarantine Facilities" and "Large-Scale Facilities." Each section describes innovative designs that range from uncomplicated to complex. Each article is structured to insure a terse yet adequate description of the facility; precise data and thorough illustrations are emphasized.

It should be noted that the facility described in the article "Controlled-Environment Room," though not specifically mentioned as a facility for insect research and production, is one of the foremost systems for studying the effects of environmental factors on plant growth, and many phytophagous insects cannot be studied adequately without such precise control of their hosts.

Articles were solicited from individuals, irrespective of their nationality or sponsoring institution, that had published on the subject previously. In addition, advertisements were placed in entomological journals and newsletters. No one was excluded from participation; however, many important facilities are presented only as bibliographical entries. Therefore, the bulletin is composed of a range of tested designs and a comprehensive catalog of existing options. It is assumed that the reader will pursue a particular interest by seeking the relevant literature and modifying a published system, by contacting an appropriate expert, or by simply adopting one of the presented facilities. Ultimately, a compromise will be achieved between specificity of intended use and adaptability of the physical environment for future application.

The bibliography was assembled by searching information systems, using "design," "chambers," "systems," "facility," "rearing," "cage," and "greenhouse" as keywords, and by searching the Bibliography of Agriculture, National Agricultural Library Catalog, Dictionary Catalog of the
National Agricultural Library, Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications, and Biological Abstracts, from 1926 to August 1976. In addition, reference lists in individual books and articles were frequently reviewed for citations that might have been omitted from the initial search. Thus, the bibliography includes references to many additional facilities, associated insect-rearing methods and equipment, and a few important reviews and symposia. Research on insect nutrition, colonization, and related technology is beyond the scope of this bulletin.

The prevalent requirements for relatively simple, inexpensive, reliable, and efficient facilities are ample justification for advocating these custom-built systems (White and Debach 1960; Wagner et al. 1965; Platner et al. 1973). Insect research and production facilities are an integral part of existing entomological programs, and their designs are always dependent on locally available materials. This technical bulletin will be of particular use in planning future construction or renovation, assisting entomologists who are constrained by limited resources, and supporting scientists who lack construction experience. The subject matter may also provide a means of effectively coordinating the use of existing facilities for multi-disciplinary research.

N. C. L
T. R. A.
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SECTION 1
BIOCCLIMATIC CHAMBERS
BIOCLIMATIC CABINET FOR INSECT REARING AND RESEARCH

T. R. ASHLEY and P. D. GREANY
Insect Attractants, Behavior, and Basic Biology Research Laboratory
Science and Education Administration
P.O. Box 14565, Gainesville, Fla. 32604

Initially, this environmental cabinet was built for maintaining colonies of insect parasitoids (fig. 1-1). It was designed to be inexpensive, dependable, uncomplicated, and portable. The cabinet is equipped with four basic systems: (1) Heating, (2) humidification, (3) lighting, and (4) protection against electrical and temperature overrun.

SPECIFICATIONS

Heating.—Air leaves the upper portion of the cabinet, passes down the polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe (B), and is forced by the blower (A) around the heating element (J) and over the coils of the thermostat (K). The short, 4.4-cm distance between the heating element and the thermostat coils minimizes temperature fluctuations. If temperatures greater than 30°C are required, this distance must be increased to permit greater cooling of the thermostat during periods when the heating element is off.

Humidification.—Relative humidity is regulated by a humidistat (L), and air saturated with water is produced by a vaporizer (I). The moist air is forced from the vaporizer up through the PVC pipe and out of the vaporizer exit hole (H) at the top of the cabinet. This system circulates the air more efficiently, eliminates large water droplets from the moist air, and reduces water condensation within the cabinet.

Lighting.—Two Vita-lite lamps provide 65 fc at the floor of the cabinet and 95 percent of the wavelengths produced by the sun. The diffusing material located below the lights is installed to distribute the light more evenly. The photoperiod is controlled by an interval timer (F).

Protection.—The cabinet is equipped with a 3-A fuse and a high-cutout thermostat (G). The fuse holder is installed in the base of the cabinet and the high-cutout thermostat is positioned so that circulating air passes over the sensing coils of the thermostat.

CONSTRUCTION

The 0.9- by 0.8- by 0.6-m cabinet is constructed of plywood. The equipment is selected mainly on the basis of availability and price; thus, flexibility exists in choosing the components (table 1-1). The cabinets described herein cost about $150 in 1974, excluding labor. The door (not illustrated) is fastened to the cabinet by a piano hinge and is kept shut with two sash locks. A long-stemmed dial thermometer is inserted through the door at the upper

| TABLE 1-1.—Major components for bioclimatic cabinet |
|— Component |
|——|——|——|——|——|
|Reference letter| Pole blower, 7.1-l/s (Dayton 2C788)| PVC pipe, 3.8-cm-diameter, (1.5 m); 4 elbows, 17 | Time switch, 24-h (Intermatic T 103) | Thermostat, single-stage, -11°C±3°C to 100°C±8°C (Dayton 2E206) | Humidifier, 19-l (Northern Electric E37554, style No. 45) | Heating element, Glo-Coil, 660-W (Superior 2254) | Dehumidifier control, 20%±5% to 80%±5% RH (Honeywell 46E1013) | Fluorescent lamp fixture, 61-cm (Southern 11224) | Fluorescent lamp, Vita-lite, 20-W (Duro-Test 3028) |
left corner just below the light-diffusing material. The motor of the blower is rotated 180° so that the oil holes are pointing upward. The original outlet in the vaporizer is covered with Plexiglas, which is secured in place with hot glue. The lower one-fourth to one-third of the opening (H) at the end of the PVC pipe is covered with Plexiglas to prevent the condensation on the inside of the pipe from being blown into the cabinet. The humidistat is really a dehumidistat; it was altered so that current would be transmitted to the vaporizer in response to a drop in RH. The floor (not illustrated) is made of pegboard and is held in place by metal shelf brackets (located at points N). This arrangement permits the floor to be repositioned for changes in light intensity. The ballast (E) for the fluorescent lamps is mounted externally because of the heat it produces. A piece of asbestos is located on each side of the heating element (J) to protect the inside wall and vaporizer.

OPERATION AND EVALUATION

Temperature fluctuations within the cabinet are ±0.5° C. Relative humidity fluctuations are greater than that because the moist air entering the cabinet is almost completely saturated. However, these fluctuations can be reduced to ±3 percent by placing the organisms into cages with solid tops and side ventilation pores. The lower the air-exchange rate between the cabinet and the cages, the smaller will be the humidity fluctuations. The temperature and RH settings cannot be less than the ambient conditions of the room where the cabinets are located because no provisions were made for cooling or dehumidification. Temperatures of 26° to 32° C and humidities of 55 to 85 percent are maintained in the cabinets for experiments.

Six of these cabinets have been in continuous operation since 1974, and only the motor in one of the vaporizers has been replaced. Suggested
modifications in the design include adding an
observation window in the door; placing the
vaporizer at the rear of the cabinet and moving
the blower, heating element, and thermostat to
the front; and installing an externally mounted
light or alarm that would be actuated if the
high-cutout thermostat turned off the heating
element or a fuse burned out.

VERSATILE SEMISEALED INSECT-REARING CHAMBER

W. A. DICKERSON, J. D. HOFFMAN, F. R. LAWSON, and J. B. BROWN
Biological Control of Insects Research Laboratory
Science and Education Administration
Columbia, Mo. 65201

This unit was constructed to provide precise,
constant, manually adjustable environments for
rearing insects. The design provides simple and
accurate temperature and humidity control, and
since all entering air is filtered, the unit vir­
tually eliminates airborne contaminants. The
chamber was built to prevent infestation of an
Angoumois grain moth, Sitotroga cerealella
( Oliver), colony by the predaceous straw itch
mite, Pyemotes ventricosus (Newport), and
also has been used to rear the corn earworm,
Heliothis zeae (Boddie), and cabbage looper,
Trichoplusia ni (Hübner).

CONSTRUCTION AND
SPECIFICATIONS

The 88.9- by 59.0- by 58.4-cm unit is con­
structed of 1.9-cm-thick plywood and is pro-
vided with a door made from two parallel sheets
of 0.3-cm-thick Plexiglas separated by a 1.3-cm
insulating air space (fig. 1-2). The internal
surfaces of the cabinet are lined with 2.5-cm-
thick polystyrene foam covered by Formica and
sealed with silicone calking. Most of the compo-
nents are readily available, and the radiator
can be salvaged from a discarded window air
conditioner. All lights and motors are mounted
externally to reduce the internal heat load. The
only additional requirements are a source of
hot and cold water, drain, 110-V electricity, and
compressed air. The total cost of materials was
approximately $100 in 1974.

Temperature.—Constant temperatures can be
maintained by regulating the ratio of hot (54°C)
and cold (18°C) water that flows through
the radiator. The chamber is controlled at
±1°C by adjusting a hand-operated mixing

![Diagram of rearing chamber (front view).](image)
valve (Delta), and uniform air circulation is provided by a fan. When monitoring is necessary, temperature and RH probes are mounted in the chamber.

**Humidity.**—Relative humidity ranging from 30 to 100±2 percent is maintained by moving the air over a baffled pan of potassium hydroxide solution. The resulting RH is inversely proportional to the KOH concentration (Buxton and Mellanby 1934).

**Photoperiod.**—Two 30-W Grolox and two Cool White fluorescent lamps are connected to an interval timer and mounted on the outside of the Plexiglas door.

**Airborne contamination control.**—The unit is constructed to be airtight with the door closed. Compressed air is filtered through a Millipore filter vented by a water trap and introduced into the system at a rate of 12 l/min. Between insect generations, the chamber is washed with 0.5 percent aqueous sodium hypochlorite and fumigated for 48 hours with formaldehyde.

### EVALUATION

Since 1974, this chamber has been ideal for conducting insect-rearing experiments or for maintaining small cultures of insects under constant environmental conditions. The limited cooling capacity can be supplemented by using a refrigerated coil to cool and recirculate the water. Since the fan motor and mixing valve are the only moving parts in the system, routine maintenance involves just the filters and lamps.

### CONVERSION OF A REFRIGERATOR TO A BIOCLIMATIC CHAMBER

J. C. Allen and E. J. Lojko
Agricultural Research and Education Center
University of Florida
Lake Alfred, Fla. 33850

This chamber was built to provide a means of measuring the effects of environmental variables on the survival and development of insects and mites (fig. 1-3). It can be constructed from easily obtainable components and with very limited knowledge of electronics or control circuitry. The chamber provides heating and cooling under feedback control, plus humidity and photoperiod regulation.

### SPECIFICATIONS

The outside dimensions of the complete unit are 180 by 90 by 90 cm, and the inside working area measures 90 by 55 by 52 cm. The chamber has optional removable shelves.

**Temperature.**—Internal temperatures of 5°±1° to 45°±1° C are regulated by a commercially available Incutrol unit (F) that is manufactured for the express purpose of converting a refrigerator to a controlled-temperature cabinet. This unit operates either the refrigerator or an internal heating element according to a potentiometer setting. It is provided with baffles and an internal fan for air circulation.

**Humidity.**—Relative humidity is controlled above ambiance by a humidifier (A) located on top of the refrigerator, although some dehumidification is accomplished by the cooling coils. The humidistat (G), mounted internally on the rear wall of the refrigerator, is effectively a dehumidifier controller with reversed wires that cause the humidistat to actuate when humidity is below the manual setting. The original wiring actuates the humidifier in response to a decline in ambient RH. Air transport to the intake (K) and from the outlet (L) of the humidifier is through 3.2-cm wire-reinforced hose. The outlet is provided with a “periscope” of 3.2-cm polyvinyl chloride (PVC) fittings (E) designed to catch large water droplets that would otherwise be blown into the chamber. Humidity control is from ambient to 100±5 percent, depending on the amplitude of the temperature oscillations.

**Lighting.**—Each chamber is provided with four 45.7-cm, 15-W Agrolite fluorescent lamps (I). These lamps are mounted outside the chamber on aluminum brackets (C), and the ballasts are mounted on the outside of these brackets. Light is admitted into the chamber through two 13.3- by 4.9-cm vertical slits (H). These slits are covered by 0.64-cm-thick Plexiglas windows that are recessed into the side of the refrigerator. Changing lamps is facilitated.
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by hinges on one side of the mounting brackets (I). A time switch (B) provides control of the photoperiod.

CONSTRUCTION

The 0.36-m³-capacity Coldspot refrigerator is modified mechanically and electrically as follows:

Mechanical.—The egg tray is removed from the inside of the door and replaced with a 1.25- by 0.27-m aluminum sheet. Slits for the lights are cut with a saber saw. These slits are 34 cm from the top and 12 cm from the front of the refrigerator, with 8.7 cm between the openings. The inner slit is smaller than the outer one so as to leave a 0.5-cm lip of plastic for mounting the Plexiglas window (H), which is fastened in place with silicone sealer. The light brackets are constructed from sheet aluminum and are bent to allow the lamps to project as far as possible into the slits, thus providing maximum light intensity within the chamber. The freezer door is removed to increase air circulation and cooling efficiency. A small plastic tube is cemented into the bottom of the water condensation tray, and a neoprene tube is connected between this tube and the humidifier outlet (E). This outlet is drained by a second tube that extends into an external receptacle (D). The Incutrol unit (F) is mounted on Plexiglas brackets attached to the rear wall inside the

FIGURE 1-4.—Hygrothermograph charts illustrating chamber performance. A&B, Normal operation showing effect of light cycle on temperature and humidity. C, Gradual increase in RH with lights off. D–F, RH in sealed Plexiglas box at 92°, 72°, and 48° F with constant humidity.
refrigerator, which isolates the unit and facilitates its downward airflow pattern. The unit is connected to outside power by a four-wire waterproof trailer plug. The humidifier air intake and outlet are sealed with aluminum-duct tape, and holes are drilled to provide for 3.2-cm PVC connectors. The wire-reinforced tubing is forced over the PVC to provide the air pathway.

Electrical.—All power connections are made at a central terminal board (J); therefore, only one plug is required to operate the entire chamber. The original refrigerator thermostat is removed and the wires are spliced, so the refrigerator operates whenever power is supplied by the Incutrol unit. The original thermostat hole is covered by an aluminum plate.

OPERATION

Because of the condensing action of the freezer compartment, humidity is increasingly more difficult to control as more cooling is required in the refrigerator. Also, with the lights inside, the ballasts remote, and the chamber set at 24° C, so much cooling is required that the humidifier operates continuously, but the RH never exceeds 50 to 60 percent. However, this effect is reduced by placing the lights outside the chamber. Additional humidity control is achieved by placing a sealed Plexiglas box inside the chamber and connecting the humidified air intake and outlet directly to the box. With the humidistat in the box, the system is modulated so that the RH gradually increases as the temperature declines. Thus, without requiring adjustment of the humidistat, the RH remains constant at temperatures of 33.3°, 22.2°, and 8.9° C (fig. 1-4).

EVALUATION

Excluding the plastic box for humidity modulation, materials for the chamber cost about $450 in 1975 (table 1-2). Unfortunately, three out of eight Incutrol units malfunction each year. Loops in the humidifier air tubes trap condensed water and block the airflow. A vertical PVC extension at the intake and output might solve this problem. Water also condenses on the inside aluminum door cover when the temperature and RH are relatively high. Some nonuniformity in internal conditions must exist, since the heat source is located in the Incutrol unit and there is only one humidity outlet. An additional circulating fan, externally located to reduce heat load, might be desirable.

MOVABLE REARING CABINETS

A. MacPhee
Research Station
Canada Department of Agriculture
Kentville, Nova Scotia B4N 1J5

These semiportable cabinets maintain temperature, RH, and light regimes adequate for rearing mites and insects, including parasites and predators (fig. 1–5). They were built from readily available materials and from commercial sensor controls and fans. The insides of the cabinets are free of obstructions, except for the humidity and temperature control sensors and the light fixtures. Temperature can only be controlled above ambiance. The cabinets have been in use since 1956, mostly during winter months, to study insect development, genetics,
Figures 1-5—Two movable rearing cabinets.

Figures 1-6—Plans for cabinet. Left, front view with lower door removed. Right, rear view without wiring.

H, Junction box. Dimensions are in centimeters.

Table 1-3.—Major components for movable rearing cabinet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference letter (fig. 1-6)</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Humidity control, wide-range (Honeywell H6A1X3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Heater fan, 1,550-r/min (Dominion Electrohome, Ontario, Canada, 180-43-05-10E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-1</td>
<td>Humidifier fan, 2,775-r/min (Dominion Electrohome, Ontario, Canada, 197-43-05-05B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Humidifier plates (Vapoglas 490)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Heater, 330-W (Central Scientific, Quebec, Canada, 95115-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supersensitive relay (American Instrument 4-5300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermostat, all-purpose (Fenwall 17500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Humidifier float control (Canadian General Electric, Nova Scotia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and parasitism and to test artificial diets for larvae of the apple maggot, *Rhagoletis pomonella* (Walsh).

**SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION**

Each cabinet (fig. 1–6) is constructed of 1.9-cm-thick plywood without a supporting frame. Trays with perforated-steel bottoms are arranged inside the cabinet on adjustable brackets. The cabinet has an upper door and a lower door, and the jambs between them may be removed to install trays. Both doors have double glass windows covered by outer plywood doors. A thermostat and a hygrostat (table 1–3) are installed on the inside wall of the chamber about 31 cm from the bottom. The cabinet sits on a base and is painted inside with steam-resistant epoxy to facilitate cleaning. Two 15-W fluorescent lamps, positioned inside at the top of the cabinets, produce 200 fc at a distance of 30.5 cm. The air ducts are made of sheet copper. Each chamber cost approximately $250 in 1956.

**Temperature.**—A continuously operated blower fan (C) removes air from the top of the cabinet and forces it down through the air duct (E), past a heater (G), and back into the bottom of the cabinet. A thermostat inside controls the 110-V power supply to the heaters. The heaters consist of two 165-W elements that are controlled by a three-way switch (A), allowing a choice of 82.5, 165, or 330 W. A relay between the thermostat and the heaters has been used in recent years to prolong the life of the thermostat.

**Humidity.**—When moisture is required, the hair hygrostat closes and actuates a relay that starts the fan motor (C-1). Air is blown over the moisture-soaked glass wicks in the humidifier (D), down through the air duct (F), and into the cabinet below the lower shelf. When the moisture requirements are met, the blower fan switches off. The water level in the humidifier is maintained by a float control (B) that is fed by the main water supply.

**OPERATION**

The air ducts, fans, and doors of the cabinet must be nearly airtight, particularly when a high RH is required. The temperature fluctuation of ±1°C or less is satisfactory for rearing purposes. The RH varies from about a 3-percent differential at fine adjustment of the hygrostat to 7 percent at coarse adjustment. The maximum RH obtainable is about 85 percent. If a controlled light-dark regime is required, a 24-h time clock is added to the system.

The rearing room containing the incubators is held to about 16°C, or to the outdoor temperature if it is greater, by a thermostatically controlled ventilation fan. Therefore, the cabinets can be operated from about 18°C to 38°C most of the year. When cooler temperatures are required, two additional cabinets are used. These insulated cabinets are cooled by a refrigerated brine system that provides for operation down to 8°C. They are humidified by a steam generator that feeds steam into the air-circulation ducts. The cooling coils have a dehumidifying effect, allowing a wide range of humidity control in the cabinets.

**EVALUATION**

The cabinets have been in use 30 to 50 percent of the time since 1956 and have proven very reliable. The wicks in the humidifiers require cleaning or replacement about every 6 months, depending on the purity of the water supply. The light intensity is relatively low, but it has been sufficient to trigger photoperiodic responses in the species studied.

**ENVIRONMENTAL CABINET WITH VARIABLE AIRFLOW**

K.R. Scott
Frogwater Institute
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3T 2N6

The cabinet is self-contained, rectangular, and caster mounted, and it has an upper work section with two large doors containing observation windows (fig. 1–7). The machinery for the cabinet is installed below the work section, and the electric controls are mounted at one end. The unit is designed with an air-circulation mechanism that permits studies on the effects
of changes in air velocity on the interactions of plants and insects.

SPECIFICATIONS

A front view of the 0.7- by 2.1- by 3.3-m cabinet shows the electronic controls and two 0.84-m² access doors (A). The stationary plywood air-diffusion grill (B) serves as the air inlet to the 0.6- by 0.8- by 1.8-m work section. Return-air turning vanes, fluorescent lights, a graduated damper-adjusting dial, and an airflow indicator are mounted in the chamber (C). The two-speed vaneaxial fan, refrigeration coil, damper blades, operating sprocket, and return-air turning vanes are exposed in the rear (D).

Temperature.—Cooling is provided by a hermetic, water-cooled, 2-hp, high-temperature refrigeration compressor. An adjustable thermostat located at the entrance to the work section operates a solenoid valve that controls the flow of refrigerant to the finned cooling coil in the floor of the equipment section. A heater is not required in the system, since sufficient heat is provided by the fan motor and lights. Temperatures may be set at any desired value, from 18°±0.7° to 35°±0.7° C. Air velocity can be regulated from 1.5 to 18.0 km/h (coefficient of variation is 20.3 percent at any level).

Humidity.—Relative humidity is not controlled, but a system could easily be added by installing a spinning-disk humidifier in the lower chamber and a humidistat in the working section.

Photoperiod.—Lighting is provided by six fluorescent lamps. The light intensity is 32,940 lm/m² at 0.31 m below the lamps and decreases about 30 percent to 22,420 lm/m² at 0.61 m below the lamps. Ballasts are mounted outside to reduce the heat load on the refrigeration system.

Circulation.—Airflow is achieved by a 61-cm vaneaxial blower fan located in the lower equipment section. Airflow is regulated by a two-speed fan control, an adjustable damper, and a set of plywood diffuser grills.

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

The construction materials consist primarily of wood framing and plywood (fig. 1–8). The unit is mounted on an angle-iron framework (5.1 by 5.1 by 0.5 cm) equipped with casters. Each of two large access doors is provided with a sealed double glass window. Removable access doors are fitted to the lower equipment compartment, and insect-proof screens (C) are installed at both ends of the work section (D).
A list of components is given in table 1-4; blueprints are available from the Engineering Research Service, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

Experiments are conducted on the plywood floor of the work section. The temperature is regulated by a thermostat (M) located at the front of the work section to the left of the access door. The lights (N), fan (H), and refrigeration compressor (K) are actuated by controls located on the left end of the cabinet. Any desired photoperiod may be established.

Air velocity is adjusted by three separate controls. First, the appropriate high or low speed is selected for the fan; next, course adjustment of the dampers (G) is made by setting the graduated adjusting dial; and finally, fine adjustment is made by turning the dial at the lower left corner of the left access door. This final adjustment operates an air-diffuser grill that corresponds to the stationary grill at the rear of the chamber.

### TABLE 1-4.—Major components for portable environmental cabinet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference letter (fig. 1-8)</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Evaporator coil, 74- by 46-cm-tube (Vapor 882-VDE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Vaneaxial fan, 2-speed, 61-cm-diameter (Buffalo Forge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Refrigeration compressor, 1.5-kW (Brunnermatic WR200H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Ballasts, fluorescent lamp (SOLA 670-130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Refrigeration thermostat, −73° to 222° C (Fenwall 18001-0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Fluorescent lamps, 110-W (Sylvania F72 T12 CW-VHO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>Lamp time switch, 24-h (General Electric T5A47-699X4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>Lamp relay, 10-A (Allen Bradley Bull 790-C20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>High limit cutout, 54°±4° C (Stevens A502)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>Starter, 2-speed (Klockner-Moeller 2C-D12 L061-240/3/60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>Thermostatic expansion valve (A-P Controls 270D-2TON)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>Solenoid valves, 73- to 115-V a.c. (A-P Controls)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>Air-velocity meter, 0- to 610-m/min (ALNOR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 1-5.—Mean temperatures at control point and within cabinet at different air velocities and distances below lights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement and distance below lights</th>
<th>Mean temperature (° C±standard error) at air velocities (m/min) of—</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>139.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>304.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control point at 0.305 m</td>
<td>20.6±0.4 19.4±0.2 18.9±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.1±0.5 24.4±0.4 23.8±0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31.1±0.5 29.7±0.4 29.2±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36.6±0.7 35.3±0.5 34.8±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet at 0.305 m</td>
<td>21.6±0.6 19.7±0.4 19.4±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.9±0.7 25.1±0.1 24.5±0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32.1±0.4 30.2±0.3 29.8±0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.5±0.3 35.8±0.2 35.3±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control point at 0.457 m</td>
<td>20.5±0.3 19.3±0.3 18.9±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25.5±0.6 24.2±0.5 23.9±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30.5±0.6 29.4±0.4 29.0±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36.4±0.5 35.3±0.5 34.8±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet at 0.457 m</td>
<td>20.9±0.4 19.6±0.4 19.6±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.2±0.4 24.7±0.4 24.6±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31.3±0.4 30.1±0.3 29.8±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.0±0.3 35.8±0.2 35.3±0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EVALUATION

Temperature variations were estimated by arbitrarily measuring temperatures, ranging from 18° to 35° C, at nine locations on two horizontal planes. This procedure was repeated using air velocities of 25.0, 139.6, and 304.0 m/min, and the resulting mean temperatures were compared with readings taken at the control point (table 1-5). Average light intensities for 15 equally spaced points at 0.31, 0.46, and 0.61 m below the lights were 32,940±2,008, 27,560±1,578, and 22,420±5,789 lm/m², respectively. These measurements were taken by using a Weston model 756 light meter with a Viscor filter. Air velocity distribution within the empty cabinet also was measured at the 15 locations in each of three planes parallel to the airflow (table 1-6). Five tested air speeds were monitored with an Alnor model 8500 thermoeanometer. Finally, bamboo stalks were installed in a peg board positioned on the floor to simulate plants, and the air velocities were measured again (table 1-7).

Certain features, such as the two-speed fan...
controller, may be omitted if variation over a wide range of velocities is not required. The work section could be shortened and fitted with only one access door. However, it would not be feasible to shorten the overall length of the unit because of the size of the fan and other mechanical equipment in the lower section and the need for air-return ducts at both ends. The width of the cabinet could easily be increased.

### TABLE 1-6.—Designated and recorded air velocities, in meters per minute, measured at 15 equally spaced points in each of 3 planes in the empty cabinet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance below lights (m)</th>
<th>0.31</th>
<th>0.46</th>
<th>0.61</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Designated air velocity</td>
<td>Recorded air velocity (mean ± standard error)</td>
<td>28.8±0.1</td>
<td>27.1±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>24.0±0.4</td>
<td>45.8±0.7</td>
<td>138.8±3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>138.8±3.1</td>
<td>138.0±2.5</td>
<td>202.6±5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>181.8±3.4</td>
<td>205.5±4.2</td>
<td>263.5±7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>304.3±5.0</td>
<td>255.5±5.4</td>
<td>262.5±5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variation in light intensity could be achieved by using special dimming ballasts, and incandescent lamps could be added. This unit is quite compact, and the caster mounts allow it to be moved easily through any doorway. Total cost of materials required to build the unit would be about $6,000. The facility has been in use since 1966, and it has performed according to design specifications.

### MULTIPURPOSE ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER

R. E. WAGNER
Department of Entomology
University of California
Riverside, Calif. 90502

This bench-top environmental chamber was built for rearing insects and for performing laboratory experiments under a wide range of temperatures and humidities (fig. 1–9). The chamber is provided with an observation window (E) and glove ports (A), to allow manipulation of its contents, and a control panel for setting and monitoring the internal environment.

### SPECIFICATIONS

The upper portion of the 0.92- by 0.64- by 0.61-m chamber is a 0.92- by 0.12- by 0.12-m duct that houses the apparatus for heating, cooling, humidifying, and dehumidifying the air (fig. 1–10).

**Temperature.**—Air drawn in at port (A) by a continuously running axial fan (B–1) is forced around a 200-W cone heater (C), over a thermostat (D), and through a cooling core (E). The thermostat is located close to the heating element because it reacts rapidly to the heat source and causes small increments of heat to warm the chamber. At ambient temperature and above, heat is removed by circulating cold tapwater through the cooling core (E). For below-ambient temperatures, the cooling core is connected to a small centrifugal pump that circulates chilled water from a refrigerated water bath. The thermostat of the water bath is set at a temperature just below that desired for the chamber interior, so that the humidity will not be reduced by condensation on the cooling core.

**Humidity.**—A series of narrow-range sensors maintain the RH within ±1.5 percent of the humidistat setting. When humidification is required, the humidistat actuates an interval timer with adjustable on-off periods. During the “on” portion of the cycle, water from a mist nozzle (F) is directed onto an evaporation panel (G). Airflow within the duct passes...

through the dampened panel and evaporates the water during the “off” portion of the cycle. Air flowing through this panel carries water vapor back into the chamber by way of exit port H. Dehumidification is achieved by actuating the axial fan (B-2), which draws air into the entry duct (I), forces it through a silica-gel desiccating cartridge (J), and returns it to the chamber through an exit port (K).

Lighting.—A 15-W (F15T8) fluorescent lamp and ballast are mounted in the wiring compartment beneath the air-conditioning duct. A switch on the control panel above the window operates this light.

CONSTRUCTION

The chamber is constructed primarily of pre-fabricated Douglas-fir panels with airtight interlocking joints. The glove panel, as well as the top and front of the air-conditioning duct, is made of 1.91-cm marine plywood. The double window is fashioned from two pieces of 0.61-cm Plexiglas with 1.27-cm spacers of the same ma-
A 30.5- by 40.6-cm door is located at one end of the chamber to provide direct access. After the chamber is assembled, but before installation of the window, all surfaces are sanded, and two coats of marine hull enamel are sprayed inside and out. The control shaft of the thermostat is adjusted with a knob on the front control panel by means of an extension shaft. The 12-cm³ cooling core can be fabricated from a portion of a refrigeration condenser core.

The dehumidification cartridges are made of 22-gage sheet metal, with 0.64-cm mesh hardware cloth soldered over the open ends. In addition, an inner barrier of metal window screen is fitted against the hardware cloth to help retain the desiccant during cartridge construction. Each cartridge is filled with approximately 1.5 kg of desiccant. The cartridges are recharged by heating them to 110° C for 2 hours. A list of the major air-conditioning components is given in table 1-8.

### OPERATION AND EVALUATION

The chamber has been in operation since 1966, with periods of use ranging from a few days to several months, and no components have failed. During this time the unit has provided constant temperatures of 5°±1° to 60°±1° C and RH of 5 to 95±1.5 percent. In low-humidity operation, a freshly charged desiccant cartridge is capable of holding 5 percent RH for about 24 hours and 10 percent RH for up to 1 week.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference letter</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(fig. 1-10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-1, B-2 Axial fan</td>
<td>(Allied Electronics 618-0100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Thermostat, all-purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Fenwall 17300-0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Desiccant cartridge, 22-gage galvanized iron, 0.64-cm-mesh hardware cloth, metal window screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(custom-made)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Humidity sensor, narrow-range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(American Instrument, type H-3, class B; L15-2205 through L15-2225, depending on humidity required; or set of 8 sensors, L15-2230)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timer switch, for humidifier spray; 24-h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Allied Electronics CM-2; with gear and rack assembly, A-12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solenoid valve, for spray control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ASCO 826222 or equivalent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panel-meter controller, 0- to 100-mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Simpson model 3924 T.A.A, 16642)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the air-conditioning components are totally enclosed in an external duct, the size of the chamber can be tailored to fit the experimental requirements. This feature also results in an uncluttered and easily cleaned interior. The air-conditioning duct and controls could be constructed as a separate unit and attached to other chambers of different dimensions.
Knowledge of the microenvironmental factors that affect insect development and behavior in the field is requisite to the integrated or biological control of pest species. Before mathematical models of insect populations can be developed, precise information on mortality and other factors affecting insect populations must be determined. Precisely controlled environmental chambers are ideal for obtaining such information; therefore, between 1968 and 1972 we built eight identical environmental units. These chambers maintained constant temperatures between -5° and 65°±1° C and humidities of 20 to 95±2 percent. However, they could not simulate natural fluctuations of temperature and RH (Atmar and Ellington 1972). Consequently, we placed two of these chambers under the more sophisticated control of a Hewlett-Packard 9100A calculator and a Hewlett-Packard 9101A extended-memory unit (Atmar and Ellington 1973). The new control system was a reliable, durable, and relatively maintenance-free means of providing precisely controlled, yet constantly fluctuating, environments. Because it was used successfully for studies of the oviposition and egg development of the cotton bollworm, Heliothis zea (Boddie), under static versus fluctuating temperatures, we incorporated five chambers in 1973 (fig. 1-11).
SPECIFICATIONS

General description.—The chamber control system is digital and is built around a Hewlett-Packard 9100B programmable calculator and a Hewlett-Packard 9101A extended-memory unit. The 9100B was selected over the 9100A (used in our first system) because of a timing error in the design of the 9100A. The complete system is shown schematically in figure 1–12.

A central data-control bus links the five chambers in a parallel configuration to the control system. Since the 9100B calculator employs discrete-component logic and the remainder of the system is built around transistor-transistor logic (TTL), logic-level converters must be used to process the incoming and outgoing signals for system compatibility. The basic control scheme consists of two phases (or scans) of each of the five chambers. During the first phase, the controller sequentially addresses each chamber, requests temperature data from the chamber, and then compares the received information with the desired programmed environment. The controller then transmits the appropriate command signal (temperature on or temperature off). Once the first phase has been completed, the second phase is initiated. The second phase is an RH scan and performs essentially the same tasks, turning the humidification circuit on or off. The entire procedure of addressing the chamber, receiving environmental information, and making and transmitting a control decision requires 2 seconds per chamber. Thus, 20 seconds are required to make a complete scan of temperature and RH in all five chambers. At the end of the 20-s period, the scanning begins again.

Sensor data.—The temperature sensors are Yellow Spring Instruments 44001 thermistors. These thermistors have a 100-ohm resistance at 25°C and are guaranteed to be interchangeable at a 99 percent accuracy level. Thermistors were chosen over thermocouples as the temperature sensors for two reasons: (1) The output voltages are in millivolts rather than microvolts; therefore, noise abatement is simpler with thermistors. (2) Although the accuracy of a thermistor is generally less than that of a thermocouple, the 44001 thermistors are guaranteed to be accurate within ±0.3°C (±0.1°C typical), which is satisfactory for system use.

Calibration charts supplied by Yellow Spring Instruments are used to convert the sensor voltages into degrees Fahrenheit or Celsius (as preferred by the operator). Because it is impractical to store such charts in the calculator, the data are converted to formulas for storage in the memory unit. A second-order polynomial equation gives the best fit to the thermistor data. The polynomials are obtained by a non-linear regression (least-squares parabola) procedure. These curves provide a fit of ±0.05°C for maximum error over a span of 10°C and ±0.1°C for maximum error over a span of 20°C. The calculator determines the correct temperature-conversion formula by a conditional branching routine.

The RH in the chambers is determined by a Thunder Scientific (model BR-101) Brady array. The Brady array, a solid-state sensor, can measure from less than 5 to 100 percent RH and has a guaranteed accuracy of ±4 percent (±2 percent RH or better typical) and a resolution better than 0.1 percent. Each Brady array is used in conjunction with a Thunder Scientific model SC-1020M signal-conditioning module, which provides an analog output voltage proportional to the RH. Since the sensors have slightly different characteristics, Thunder Scientific supplies precise calibration data with
each instrument. These data are used to generate second-order polynomial equations in identically the same manner as that used for thermistors. RH sensor calibration is frequently checked by comparison to a Thunder Scientific model 4A-1 secondary-transfer standard psychrometer, the accuracy of which is verified by the National Bureau of Standards.

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

Detailed machine description.—The design of the Hewlett-Packard 9100B makes its connection to the environmental chambers easy. All signal and control lines are on a rear terminal connector; hence, no internal modification of either the calculator or the extended memory unit is necessary. Three circuit boards were designed and constructed to provide the 9100B with a means of communicating with the chambers. In addition, control logic boards were constructed and installed, one in each of the five chambers (detailed schematics are available from the authors).

Interface amplifier and logic level converter.—This board receives timing and control signals from the calculator; the signals address and command the individual chambers. Each of the 11 signals received on this board is converted from the logic levels used in the 9100B (−15 V = true) to TTL (+5 V = true) levels.

FORMAT command interceptor.—The FORMAT (FMT) instruction generated by the calculator is used exclusively to address and control the chambers. The logic on this board decodes the FMT instructions from the calculator and insures proper timing of the commands. The FMT instructions serve the following purposes (FMT/a = logical 1, or true; FMT/a = logical 0, or false):

- Addressing chamber instructions:
  - FMT/a, FMT/b, FMT/c ......... a (016)
  - FMT/a, FMT/b, FMT/c ......... β (010)
  - FMT/a, FMT/b, FMT/c ......... γ (011)
  - FMT/a, FMT/b, FMT/c ......... δ (100)
  - FMT/a, FMT/b, FMT/c ......... ε (101)

- Control functions and instructions:
  - GO signal, FMT/d ... Enables chamber addressed to respond to commands.
  - ON signal, FMT/e ... Turns proper reactor control on.
  - OFF signal, FMT/f ... Turns proper reactor control off.

SENSOR SELECT:
- FMT/8 ......... FMT/8 temperature (heater); FMT/8 relative humidity.
- CLEAR, FMT/9 .... Reset addresses and control functions.

Input/output control.—The FMT commands from the FMT interceptor board are outputted to the chambers through a series of output interfacing latches. Because the FMT commands are generated serially in the calculator, these latches allow the commands to be simultaneously dumped onto the data bus in parallel. This board also contains the logic and timing necessary to receive the digitized temperature and humidity data from the chambers and relay them to the calculator by a series of field-effect transistors that convert the digitized data from TTL levels to levels compatible with the Hewlett-Packard 9100B.

Chamber control logic.—These boards communicate with the calculator through the central-data bus and the input/output control board. When a chamber receives and decodes the appropriate address (accompanied by a GO signal) the Hewlett-Packard 3431A digital panel meter (DPM) is put in a hold condition. Data from the DPM are then located serially into a parallel data-output buffer. After the buffer is loaded, the buffer lines are enabled, and the digitized sensor data are transmitted to the calculator. The sensor select (FMT/8) command is transmitted to the addressed chamber before the data transmission, and the appropriate sensor data are then read into the calculator. When a FMT/e (ON) or a FMT/f (OFF) signal is returned, reactor action based on the state of the FMT/8 (TEMP/RH) command is effected. These reaction commands are stored in reactor storage (RS) latches to maintain the proper reactor actions until the chamber is queried again on the next cycle. The outputs of the RS latches drive solid-state relays, which in turn control the temperature and RH devices.

PROGRAMING

Programming associated with the control system has been modularized into subroutines. The main program acts as a steering and synchronizing program, calling for each subroutine in sequence (fig. 1-13). Thus, the main program controls the sequential addressing of the cham-
bers and determines whether the temperature or humidity control phase is in process. Execution of the addressing and TEMP routines causes the temperature-sensor data to be read into the calculator. The temperature conversion subroutine is then called, converting the temperature data to degrees Fahrenheit. If the programer cares to do so, he may also use the Fahrenheit-to-Celsius conversion routine. Next, the proper environmental subroutine is called, which updates the timekeeper program and returns a specified environment to the TEMP routine. At this point the actual and specified temperatures are compared, and a control code is generated by calling either SENS ON or SENS OFF. Control is then returned to the main program, which addresses the next chamber. Querying and making a control decision on the temperatures in the five chambers require 10 seconds. After these steps have been accomplished, the same process is carried out for the RH, but since each sensor possesses a different calibration curve, an RH calibrator-directory routine locates the appropriate calibration data and returns it to the RH environment subroutine. This procedure also requires 10 seconds to scan all five chambers; consequently, 20 seconds are required to make a complete control pass of all chambers.

Because the specified environmental equations are written in subroutine form, these subroutines are all that need to be changed to modify an environment in any chamber. This feature allows the operator to quickly enter an equation for a new environment through the keyboard. The environmental equations can either be of a continuously cyclic, trigonometric form or constructed as a piecemeal linear approximation of some desired waveshape. The subroutines presently being used in the control system are listed in table 1–9. The memory locations refer to the registers in the Hewlett-Packard 9101A extended memory unit, where these programs are permanently stored. Currently, 245 such registers exist in the 9101A.

EVALUATION

The control system can produce elaborate and precise environmental simulations in five chambers. The system has functioned continuously since 1973, with a total downtime of less than 10 days. During the first few months of operation, minor changes were necessary to "harden" the design. In 1975, the system downtime was less than 2 days. The failures that have occurred were minor, usually requiring replacement of one or two integrated circuits. Occasional re-calibration of the RH sensors has been necessary, since they tend to degrade through time when contaminated with moth scales or other debris.

The control system can provide accurate control from 4°±0.16° to 52°±0.16° C and 30 to 95±2 percent RH. The maximum rate of change of an environment is limited by the response times of the chambers. For these chambers, our rule-of-thumb is that the maximum thermal "velocity" programmed into the system should not exceed ±0.5° C/min. Under such conditions RH cannot be controlled to less than ±5 percent. The maximum hygral "velocities" achievable in static thermal conditions are +2 percent RH/min and −0.5 percent RH/min. The chambers used in this system are not equipped with
TABLE 1-9—Programs used to control five environmental chambers

Programs 11–15 address the appropriate chambers; programs 21–25 and 31–35 specify the desired environmental regimes; and programs 4–6 and 70–75 provide the appropriate temperature and RH conversions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program No.</th>
<th>Program names</th>
<th>Memory location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MAIN</td>
<td>0–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TIMEKEEPER</td>
<td>10–11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CLOCK (H,MIN,S DISPLAY)</td>
<td>12–16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TEMP 1</td>
<td>17–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TEMP 2</td>
<td>22–24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TEMP 3</td>
<td>25–27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>α ADDRESS</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>β ADDRESS</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>γ ADDRESS</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>δ ADDRESS</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ε ADDRESS</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>α DESIRED TEMP ENV</td>
<td>33–34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>β DESIRED TEMP ENV</td>
<td>35–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>γ DESIRED TEMP ENV</td>
<td>37–38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>δ DESIRED TEMP ENV</td>
<td>39–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>ε DESIRED TEMP ENV</td>
<td>41–42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>α DESIRED RH ENV</td>
<td>43–44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>β DESIRED RH ENV</td>
<td>45–46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>γ DESIRED RH ENV</td>
<td>47–48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>δ DESIRED RH ENV</td>
<td>49–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>ε DESIRED RH ENV</td>
<td>51–52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>SENS ON</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>SENS OFF</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>°F-to-°C CONVERSION</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>RH CAL DIRECTOR</td>
<td>56–60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>α RH CAL</td>
<td>51–65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>β RH CAL</td>
<td>66–70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>γ RH CAL</td>
<td>71–75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>δ RH CAL</td>
<td>76–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>ε RH CAL</td>
<td>81–85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for accurate reference sources in a digital system, since the amount of analog sensing and amplifying equipment has been minimized. Electrical noise, cable losses, and thermal drift are likewise minimized. The major disadvantage of any digital system is that the maximum resolution is set once the data word size is selected. In the chamber control system, the resolution is one part in a thousand (three digits) or approximately ±0.1° C with the thermistors and ±0.5 percent RH with the humidity sensors presently in use. Hence, the major sources of error in the control system are out-of-calibration sensors, thermal drift in the digitizer, and approximation errors in the linearizing operation.

The versatility of the control system allows a multiplicity of independently varying environments to run concurrently in each of the chambers. Although only five chambers are on line now, the remaining three could be added to the system with only minor program modifications. The addition of these chambers would increase the complete-control cycle time from 20 to 32 seconds, thereby reducing control accuracy. On the other hand, if only one or two environments are to be simulated, the unneeded chambers can simply be turned off. The control system con-

Figure 1-14.—Graph showing a thermal environment of 26.7° ±11.1° C (converted from degrees Fahrenheit) and RH of 85 percent. In a fluctuating environment in which 22.2° C are traversed, the humidity control degrades to ±4 percent RH.
continues to address all the chambers, but only those on line are controlled, which results in considerable energy savings as well as an abatement of mechanical wear on the compressors, fans, and heaters.

The Hewlett-Packard 9100B and 9101A possess nonvolatile memory; thus, should a power failure occur, the system will automatically restart once the power is restored. The program simply resumes execution at the point of power failure. If the power has been off for an extended period, the clock must be reset or a noticeable time-control phase shift will occur in the chambers.

All the logic circuitry used in the calculator-chamber interface is readily available from electronic parts distributors. Wire-wrap construction techniques were used exclusively for ease in assembling the boards containing integrated circuits, although printed circuit boards could have been employed. Discrete devices were largely mounted on vector boards.
The single-room design is simple, compact, efficient, and practically complete (fig. 2-1). The equipment and furniture are arranged with respect to related tasks and manipulation of various stages of the insects. Only the design is unique; the equipment, techniques, and state of the art are standard. The facility is used for rearing small numbers of the corn earworm, *Heliothis zea* (Boddie), fall armyworm, *Spodoptera frugiperda* (J. E. Smith), and related species.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

The convenient high center-island workbench (A) is especially suited for weighing, diet mixing, and similar tasks. Diet ingredients are stored beneath the workbench and in the refrigerator (L) and freezer (M). A small gas range (B) is included for heating agar solutions etc. The clean workbench (C) provides an area for dispensing diet, infesting larval-rearing containers, and performing associated aseptic pro-

---

**Figure 2-1.** Floor plan for room-size facility.
cedules. In addition, this bench upgrades the entire area in terms of airborne particulate matter. A microbiological safety hood (F) or similar equipment is necessary if pupae are collected from containers or if other potentially contaminated materials are used (table 2-1). A small self-contained countertop autoclave (G) satisfies most of the sterilization requirements. A vacuum and gas supply, electrical outlets on 46-cm centers, fluorescent lighting banks, and proper heating and air-conditioning systems are standard requirements.

OPERATION AND EVALUATION

The larvae are housed in a closed cabinet (D) maintained at room temperature but with greater than 90 percent RH created by moisture that escapes from the rearing containers. Larvae are allowed to develop under these conditions for 8 to 10 days; then they are moved to a storage chamber (E) having less than 40 percent RH until development is completed. This regime is suitable for insects such as H. zea but is unfavorable for microbial growth.

Emergence and oviposition cages (I) require more space than other rearing components. Therefore, care should be taken to select sufficiently large holding facilities. A range of 10° to 38° C and 60 to 95 percent RH should meet most environmental requirements. The components recommended here (I, D, and E) serve only as examples, but whatever the choice, a dependable high-temperature safety cutout and exhaust fan are recommended.

Special equipment (J) is required to remove airborne wing scales when moths are handled. When this device is used, air is rapidly removed from the work surface, pulled through foam furnace filters, and pushed back into the lab. Filters should be located conveniently so that they can be cleaned with a small vacuum cleaner.

Simplicity is an important aspect of rearing, especially when handling small colonies of insects for research needs. The objective is to raise the desired number of insects as easily, quickly, and inexpensively as possible. Therefore, techniques, equipment, and facilities should be changed as necessary in order to simplify the rearing process. Generally, all our current rearing operations are accomplished in this scheme. However, implementation of this facility, as designed, would make operations more efficient by integrating all the phases of rearing into one area. A rearing system of this type has proven effective for the production of small quantities of insects for several years.

ROOM FOR REARING HOUSE FLIES AND STABLE FLIES

R. S. Patterson
Insects Affecting Man Research Laboratory
Science and Education Administration
Gainesville, Fla. 32604

This facility (fig 2-2) provides the environmental conditions necessary for large-scale rearing of house flies, Musca domestica (L.). It is a large room subdivided according to rearing operations and has specialized equipment. With minimum rearrangement, it has also been used to rear stable flies, Stomoxys calcitrans (L.), and anopheline mosquitoes.

SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION

The 6.1-by 4.6-m room is part of a concrete-block building that houses several other insect colonies. Individual thermostats regulate the temperature of these rooms at 26°±2° C by actuating a central heating and air-conditioning
FIGURE 2-2.—Diagram of fly-rearing room. 1, Fly-cage racks. 2, Larvae development rack. 3, Diet-mixing table. 4, Larval-medium containers. 5, Water supply. 6, Pupae dryer. 7, Adult food containers.

system. Humidity (60 to 65 percent controlled by a room humidistat) is provided by industrial humidifiers suspended from the ceilings. In the fly-rearing room, a 13-h photophase is provided by two banks of fluorescent tubes in ceiling fixtures. A 25-cm-diameter exhaust fan, mounted in the outside wall above the cage racks (1), removes excessive ammonia fumes.

OPERATION

The main section (I) of the fly-rearing room is devoted to rearing immature stages. Dry larval medium is stored in containers (4) under the mixing table (3), which is high enough for a technician to mix the diet while standing. Tapwater (5) is added to each tray during mixing, and all trays on a given day are prepared simultaneously before being infested with eggs. Finally, the provisioned trays are transferred to a 1.2- by 1.8- by 4.1-m rack constructed of 7.6- by 3.8-cm slotted metal framing (2). The rack is divided into eight 48-cm-wide compartments, and each compartment is further subdivided into 16 sections (fig. 2-3). Opposing edges of the framing support the rims of the trays. When the entire rack is in production, a fan is placed at one end to provide air circulation for removal of heat generated by the fermenting medium. Otherwise, the trays are placed in alternate sections.

After 7 days, the larvae normally migrate to the surface of the medium to pupate. The resulting mixture of larvae, pupae, and diet is scraped from the surface and washed to harvest the pupae. Pupae are then dried in the blower (see item 6, fig. 2-2). Typically, 16 trays are established during a 5-day work week, but the rack can hold 128 trays and yield 2.5 to 3 million pupae per rearing cycle.

Section II (fig. 2-2) is used to house the adult flies, and it is partitioned from the main section by a wooden frame covered with 20-mesh screen. Initially, about 5,000 pupae are placed in each provisioned cage. These cages are located on one of four shelves per rack (1), and food for the adults is stored in adjacent containers (7).

EVALUATION

Fly rearing has been accomplished in these or similar rooms since 1965. Periodically, changes have been incorporated to improve efficiency and convenience. The present system was completed in 1974, and it provides for an average production of more than 300,000 pupae per 6 hours of labor.
MODULAR ROOMS FOR MODIFICATION OF AMBIENT LABORATORY ENVIRONMENTS

N. C. LEPPLA and S. L. CARLYLE
Insect Attractants, Behavior, and Basic Biology Research Laboratory
Science and Education Administration
P.O. Box 14855, Gainesville, Fla., 32604

These rooms are designed to operate within the optimum environmental ranges for insects. The three units are relatively inexpensive, semi-portable modular closets capable of dependably heating, humidifying, dehumidifying, and illuminating a confined space inside a larger air-conditioned laboratory (fig. 2-4). Durability and flexibility of operation are primary considerations in the design. The facility is used to maintain insects for four specific purposes: (1) To develop rearing procedures and equipment, (2) test new diet formulations and ingredients, (3) provide the controlled environments required to conduct observations of insect behavior, and (4) isolate insects and remotely monitor their responses to specific environmental stimuli.

SPECIFICATIONS

The basic unit is compact (1.8 by 1.8 by 2.4 m) and may be combined with other units by using common (adjacent) walls (A). The room is assembled by joining six independently constructed wood, fiberglass, or metal panels. These panels are insulated internally, and all exposed surfaces are sealed. Floors are desirable but not essential.

Temperature.—The internal environment is controlled by both permanent and portable devices (B). Temperatures ranging from 24°±1° to 27°±1° C are maintained by moderating the amount of air that enters through a screened, baffled grill installed in the lower-left rear corner. Negative internal air pressure is produced by a thermostatically regulated exhaust fan attached to a similar vent in the upper-right front corner. Higher temperatures are established by closing the vents and actuating a fan-forced heater mounted in the rear wall. An adjacent thermostat is required for accurate regulation. Air circulation is provided by the temperature control system; filters may be added as required.

Humidity.—Relative humidities ranging from 50 to 100 percent are generated by a commercial humidifier attached to the central ceiling, and output is regulated by a humidistat mounted on the rear wall. Inexpensive, manually operated vaporizers may be substituted for the humidifier. A portable dehumidifier is used to achieve lower RH.

Photoperiod.—Recessed fluorescent light fixtures, each with four 1.2-m lamps, are installed on both sides of the ceiling, and generated heat is exhausted through a 10-cm-diameter polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe fitted with an 8-cm-diameter fan. The lamps are regulated by...
TABLE 2-2.—Major components for modular room

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference No.</th>
<th>Component (fig. 2-4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Utility exhaust fan, automatic shutters, 25-cm (Dayton 3X252)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Humidifier, 12-l (Northern Electric E37554, style No. 45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Humidifier (Walton Laboratories SF10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Thermostat, heating, 4.4° to 32.2° C (Honeywell T87F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Humidity control, 20% to 80% RH (Honeywell H600A 1014-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Wall heater, fan-forced, 1,000-W (Dayton 2E183)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Dehumidifier, 4-1/2-l (Westinghouse H682) (Honeywell T631G11031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heating-ventilating control, -1.1° to 37.8° C (Intermatic T-101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light timer switch, 24-h (Intermatic T-101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service door hinge, narrow-flange flush-mounted, 16-cm (McMaster-Carr 1276A17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Snap-action refrigerator latch (McMaster-Carr 1256 B2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

external 24-h timers contained in the control box, which also contains the humidifier relays, heater relays, and heater-relay transformers (C). Auxiliary incandescent lights may be powered from four ceiling and rear-wall electrical receptacles. Rheostats are used when gradual light transitions are desired.

CONSTRUCTION

The 1.7- by 1.8-m floor panel, 1.7- by 2.4-m wall panels, and 1.7- by 1.9-m ceiling panel are constructed by first assembling suitable wood frames of 5- by 5-cm stock (fig. 2-5). Internal braces are prearranged to provide support for doors, windows, and specialized equipment to be mounted in or on the walls. One side of each frame is then covered with an external building material (tempered Masonite, plywood, fiberglass, metal, etc.), trimmed, inverted, and lined with fiberglass insulation. The open side is finally sealed with another piece of outside covering. To erect the room, 16-cm-long lag bolts are used to secure the front and rear panels to the floor panel and the adjoining sides to each other. The ceiling is lowered and secured from above. The fixtures, instruments, and electrical wiring are installed last (table 2-2). Each unit is then sealed with calking compound and trimmed with molding.

OPERATION AND EVALUATION

These rooms are a useful size and may be employed independently or in series for short-term research projects. For specific studies, minor alterations are performed, and portable accessories, such as dehumidifiers, light fixtures, and shelves, are added. Also, auxiliary filtration and air-circulation equipment is occasionally used to insure a cleaner, more uniform environment. The internal environment may be maintained within a temperature range of ±1° C and RH of ±4 percent, but conditions usually fluctuate at about twice these magnitudes.

The three prototype units have been in continuous operation since 1974 without requiring major repair or reconditioning. Routine maintenance must be performed to clean the humidifiers, humidifiers, and electric fans. Lamps must also be tested and replaced periodically. However, after modification, calibration, and stabilization, only weekly maintenance is required. The major limitation of the system is its lack of cooling capability, but this may be added when necessary. Recording instrumentation would eliminate manual monitoring and
provide for automatically limiting maximum and minimum temperatures. Thus, the simple, inexpensive system (about $500 per room) has proven to be flexible and dependable.

CONTROLLED-ENVIRONMENT ROOM

M. G. HAMPSH
Canada Department of Agriculture Research Station
P.O. Box 7098
St. Johns W., Newfoundland, Canada, A1E 3Y3

The room is designed for rearing potato and tomato seedlings in pots and flats of infected soil (fig. 2–6). The principle of operation is to exhaust heated air and replace it with cooler outside air that is primarily directed across lights. Simplicity of operation and infrequent technical maintenance are features of the design. The room is used to grow seedlings in isolation from normal seasonal influences, and it allows (1) an increase in the number of generations undergoing experimentation throughout the year, (2) control of the quality of the environment so that comparative measurements can be made of differences in infectivity and susceptibility, and (3) an evaluation of the influences of varying climatic features such as light, temperature, and water on infection.

SPECIFICATIONS

One wall of an existing rectangular room is partitioned with plywood panels and a doorway. The floor to ceiling height (fig. 2–7) is 2.8 m, and the wall to wall measurements are 3.8 m (east to west) and 3.0 m (north to south). Pegboard is fitted onto the east and west walls to provide two 30-cm-deep plenums. Inside, the room is 2.7 m high, 3.1 m long, and 2.8 m wide.

Airflow.—A centrifugal blower is housed in a duct above the ceiling (fig. 2–8). Air, forced through the duct to the east plenum, flows along the plenum and through the pegboard wall. The major airflow remains in the upper part of the room and removes heated air through the ex-
haust (west plenum). Air circulates, or is diverted through an exhaust duct, in accord with the room temperature; a sensor actuates the damper motor. Spaces behind the major plenum baffle (b) allow some air to flow down and into the lower part of the room, even though this baffle concentrates airflow in the upper part of the room and across the light arrays. The room design accommodates a stair well in the northeast corner that required the construction of another baffle (see item c., figs. 2-6 and 2-7). This feature results in a clockwise airflow around the room. Air is exhausted through the west plenum and along the north wall. This baffle (c) causes a rapid airstream that effectively mixes the room air.

**Temperature.**—Heat is normally supplied by lights and ballasts. Air is kept circulating until the temperature rises above maximum. A sensor located in the airflow of the southwest corner triggers the damper in the duct to divert the recirculated air and admit cooler outside air. To prevent the temperature from falling below minimum, a pair of 1-kW heaters are placed in the air duct behind the fan; they are operated by individual internal thermostats placed on the southwest wall. If there is a loss in positive pressure, feather-vaned cutouts in the air duct prevent the room from overheating. The damper thermostat is placed outside the room for easy manipulation.

**Relative humidity.**—A commercial humidifier, which is cleaned annually, hangs from the ceiling above the doorway. An internal humidistat is mounted on the west wall.

**Lighting.**—Light is supplied from sixteen 2.4-m fluorescent tubes and incandescent lamps, eight on the west side and eight on the east side. External 24-h timers regulate the photoperiod. A pair of auxiliary incandescent lamps are mounted in the ceiling. The height of the light fixtures can be adjusted by cranking a pulley system. Normally, they are adjusted to provide about 12,000 lm/m² at the bench surface. The north and south walls are lined with aluminum foil to compensate for some decline in light intensity at the ends of the light arrays.

**CONSTRUCTION**

The floor is cement, and the wall panels are hung on 7.5- by 7.5-cm-stock wooden frames. The pegboard is moisture resistant and is 6.3 mm thick, with holes spaced 2.5 cm apart. The walls and ceiling are prepared with vapor barriers and are lined with 7.5-cm-thick fiberglass. The inside top of each plenum contains a duct that opens into a larger duct; this duct crosses the ceiling in the room above. This large duct is 45 cm² and is divided into two more ducts at the west end. The damper is arranged to seal off both of these ducts for normal air circulation. When the damper is opened fully, flow from the exhaust plenum into the top duct is cut off. This effect is accomplished by a damper that rests on a baffle located across the lower part of the top duct. The wiring is installed before the walls are secured in place. The intake and exhaust ports are made of plywood, suitably capped and screened. The fixtures and instruments are installed last (table 2-3).

**TABLE 2-3.**—Major components for controlled-environment room (figs. 2-6, 2-7)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent lamps</td>
<td>2.4-m, 12-CW-VHO-135 (Sylvania FR96/72T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidifier</td>
<td>Walton Laboratories SW5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blower</td>
<td>0.25-kW, 1,725-r/min (Delhi G10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heater</td>
<td>DHF, high- and low-voltage regulation, 1-kW (P. M. Wright models)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidistat</td>
<td>20% to 80% RH (Honeywell H443B-1004-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light timer switch</td>
<td>24-h (General Electric T5A-47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature controller</td>
<td>24-V (Honeywell T901A, series 90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airflow cutout switch</td>
<td>2-A (Rotron, type 1350)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 2-8.—Diagram of east plenum, showing baffle (a, b, and c) placement in relation to stair-well casing in northeast corner of room.**
OPERATION AND EVALUATION

The internal environment remains remarkably steady if the external temperature does not become greater than the internal temperature. If the temperature of the incoming air needs to be altered, a refrigeration coil can be installed in the available space in duct r (fig. 2-7). Temperature differentials across the room are not more than 2° C; thus, soil temperatures remain uniform. During 3 years of continuous operation (1972–75), only the blower pulley had been replaced. Additional water and electric outlets allow extra equipment to be included without the need for altering the room operation. We are in the process of establishing an automatic watering system. There is a reasonable degree of flexibility in the operation, dependable functioning of the fixtures, and accurate maintenance of temperature, RH, and light.

FACILITY FOR CULTURING MICROHYMENOPTERAN PUPAL PARASITOIDS

P. B. Morgan and R. S. Patterson
Insects Affecting Man Research Laboratory
Science and Education Administration
P.O. Box 14565, Gainesville, Fla. 32601

This walk-in facility (fig. 2-9) was designed and built with the capability for independent regulation of temperature, RH, and illumination. However, at the present time, temperature and humidity control are provided by an adjacent laboratory. Although this facility has been used specifically for conducting research on the microhymenopteran pupal parasitoid Spalangia endius Walker, it could be adapted to a variety of similar research projects.

SPECIFICATIONS

The facility is a 2.1- by 1.8- by 6.0-m room divided into two equal sections by a partition and is located in a 6.6- by 4.6- by 3.6-m laboratory (fig. 2-10). The back and end walls and floor of each section (9) serve the same purposes. The doors, ceiling, front wall, and partition are constructed of 0.95-cm-thick plywood paneling. A 0.3- by 0.3-m window (11) in each section is covered with double 0.67-cm thicknesses of clear plastic separated by a 5-cm airspace, which allows external visual monitoring of the temperature and RH. Each section also has a separate 0.6- by 1.9-m entrance (7).

Temperature.—Temperatures ranging from 27.7° to 28.8° C are maintained in each section by actuating a supplementary portable, fan-forced heating unit. If the temperature exceeds 28.8° C, a thermostatically controlled fan on the roof of each section (8) provides cooler air. If the outer laboratory (10) temperature exceeds 28.8° C, an emergency switch shuts off all heat; a similar device is located in each sec-
Air circulation is provided by continuously operating fans.

Humidity.—Relative humidities ranging from 60 to 70 percent are maintained by two commercial humidifiers attached to the ceiling of the laboratory.

Lighting.—A fluorescent light fixture attached to the ceiling of each section is regulated by a switch mounted on the outside wall near the entrance. If various photoperiods are needed, the light switches are replaced by 24-h timers. A black-light electrical grid trap is also present to attract and kill any loose parasitoids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference No.</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Black-light electric fly grid&lt;br&gt;(Gilbert International models)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Circulating fan, hassock-type, 1,500-l/s&lt;br&gt;(Dayton 4C509)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hygrothermograph&lt;br&gt;(Belfort Instruments 5-594)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heating-ventilating control,&lt;br&gt;-1.2° to 37.8° C&lt;br&gt;(Honeywell T631C11031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shaded pole blower, 27-l/s&lt;br&gt;(Dayton 4C448)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONSTRUCTION

The facility is constructed by first assembling a wood frame of 5- by 10-cm stock. Internal braces are added to provide support for doors and specialized equipment to be mounted on the walls. The exterior and interior surfaces of the ceiling and front walls are covered with 0.95-cm-thick plywood paneling. The frame separating the exterior and interior paneling provides a 5-cm-insulating airspace. The doors of each section, as well as the partition that separates the sections, are constructed in the same manner. Fixtures and electrical wiring are installed last (table 2-4). Each section is then sealed with calking compound and painted with white latex paint.

OPERATION AND EVALUATION

This facility is of useful size, and the sections may be employed together or independently. Alterations may be made with little effort, and additional equipment, such as humidifiers, dehumidifiers, incandescent lights, air conditioners, and rheostats, can be added. The facility has been in continuous operation since 1974 without requiring repair or modification. It is used to rear 2,000,000 wasps per week for field studies. The cost was minimal and construction required only 5 man-days.
INSECT-REARING ROOMS
A. N. KISHABA
Boyden Entomology Laboratory
Science and Education Administration
P.O. Box 112, Riverside, Calif. 92502

Rooms of an existing structure were modified to operate within the optimum environmental ranges for rearing insects (fig. 2-11). Reliability, uniformity of temperature with minimum airflow, and ease of sanitation were of primary concern. The laboratory rooms (A and B) are relatively inexpensive, permanent structures with thermostatically controlled heating and cooling systems and a regulated photoperiod. They provide controlled environments to (1) develop insect-rearing procedures, (2) test diet formulations, and (3) maintain insect cultures for research.

SPECIFICATIONS

The basic unit is any moderate-size room in an insulated building. The walls should contain 5 cm of Styrofoam or equivalent insulation. Minimum outside-wall exposure and high ceilings are preferred.

Temperature.—The internal environments of the rooms are controlled by thermostatically actuated cooling and heating systems (table 2-5). Temperatures ranging from 20°±4° to 32°±4° C can be maintained. In room A, a 12,000-Btu cooling coil with fan (9) is coupled with the existing 36,000-Btu compressor for the cold room, which is kept at 10° C. Two liquid solenoids (11 and 12), which are matched to the capacity of their respective cooling coils, are installed in the incoming lines. The compressor, located outside, is automatically actuated on pressure drop by a back-pressure switch. Heat is provided by four screw-in heating elements (14) mounted in front of the cooling coil. The heating and cooling units for room B were purchased and installed commercially.

TABLE 2-5.—Major components for insect-rearing rooms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference No.</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Air conditioner, 12,000-Btu/h (Carrier RACK 558K, model 18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Air-conditioner fan coils, with heat package (Carrier 18-BFC-8; heater, Carrier A5-BFCH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Thermostat, heating/cooling (Honeywell T872 A 1048-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Shaded pole blower, 67-l/s (Dayton 4C005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Time switch, 24-h (Intermatic T1905)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dehumidifier, Coldspot, 9.3-l/d (Sears Roebuck 106639200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Cooling coil, 12,000-Btu/h (Russett Coil, model U.C. 65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hermatic compressor, 35,000-Btu/h (York 302M12-25; back-pressure switch, York HA 482)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Solenoid, liquid, 12,000-Btu/h (Automatic Switch 529-3837)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Solenoid, liquid, valve-type (Sparland 125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Heating element, Glo-Coil, 660-W (Eagle 418A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The compressor (1) is located outside on the ground, and the bare fan coil (2) with heat package is mounted flush with the ceiling and centered on the narrow outside wall.

**Humidity.**—Adequate moisture is provided by cups of insect larvae on media, and a portable dehumidifier (8) is actuated to remove any excess.

**Photoperiod.**—Uncontrolled light enters through the exposed westerly and easterly windows of both rooms. Room B also has four 1.2-m, double-lamp, fluorescent light fixtures (6) mounted in the ceiling that are actuated 16 hours per day by a time clock (7).

**CONSTRUCTION**

Room A is a 2.8- by 3.2- by 2.9-m laboratory alcove in a wood and stucco structure with plastered walls; it is closed on one side with the same material. A door fitted with weather stripping (5) is installed to open into the air-conditioned hallway. Originally, room B was a 3.1- by 2.4- by 2.4-m office in a metal Dudley building finished internally with wood and drywall. The outside exposed wall and ceiling are insulated with fiberglass. The door is sealed with fiberglass insulation on the outside and drywall on the inside. Also, a piece of galvanized metal is screwed onto the outer walls. The door opening into the air-conditioned laboratory is sealed with weather stripping. All interior exposed surfaces are painted with washable latex paint. The easterly exposed 1.2- by 0.8-m window is shaded with Kaiser aluminum screen.

**OPERATION AND EVALUATION**

Rearing room A is the optimum size to provide adequate space for rearing insects. Portable accessories such as dehumidifiers and shelves can be conveniently added. The high ceiling and physical characteristics of the air-conditioning system provide ample workspace and facilitate maintenance. This room has been in continuous reliable operation since 1966; room B has been used since 1975. The rooms could be improved by using moisture-resistant controls and light fixtures and by providing floor drains. Also, the addition of an air-exhaust system would facilitate the removal of fumes from disinfectants such as bleach and formaldehyde. Both rooms have been used successfully to rear the cabbage looper, *Trichoplusia ni* (Hübner); beet armyworm, *Spodoptera exigua* (Hübner); corn earworm, *Heliothis zea* (Boddie); saltmarsh caterpillar, *Estigmene acrea* (Drury); pepper weevil, *Anthonomus eugenii* Cano; and western flower thrips, *Frankliniella occidentalis* (Pergande).
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**TEMPORARY INSECT-REARING FACILITY**

**J. B. BEAVERS**

U.S. Horticultural Field Station
Science and Education Administration
Orlando, Fla. 32803

This facility was converted from a former commercial store in a shopping center. The building was obtained for the purpose of providing temporary, quarantined laboratory space for colonization of an exotic curculionid, the sugarcane rootstalk borer, *Diaprepes abbreviatus* (L.). This weevil was discovered attacking citrus and other host plants at Apopka, Fla., and a colony was needed to pursue biological and behavioral studies and to provide larvae for screening potential insecticides.

The modified building consists of three areas: a large 11.7- by 4.5-m room, a small 1.5- by 3.0-m storage room, and a 1.5- by 1.5-m restroom (fig. 2–12). Large plate-glass windows and a glass door at the front of the building are covered with 0.02- by 1.2- by 2.4-m Styrofoam sheathing. This provides insulation and reduces the amount of light entering the building. The work area in the large room is occupied by four 0.75- by 1.5-m tables, a three-compartment stainless-steel sink (0.9 by 0.5 by
TABLE 2-6.—Major components for temporary insect-rearing facility (fig. 2-12)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat pump, Weatherton, self-contained</td>
<td>(General Electric 21W7C 24F N51B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermostat, wide-range</td>
<td>(Honeywell T872G 1600)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermostat subbase</td>
<td>(Honeywell A 672 F 10181 DW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehumidifier, Coldspot, 3.5-l/d</td>
<td>(Sears Roebuck 106639201)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire mixer</td>
<td>(Savage Bros. S-48)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0.4 m per compartment), and a gas-fired mixer. The remaining wall space is utilized by shelves (1.8 by 0.6 m per unit, 0.3-m vertical separation) along the walls (fig. 2-13). Also, three 1.2- by 1.2- by 0.6-m portable stainless-steel laboratory carts, with shelves spaced 0.2-m apart, occupy the center of the room.

Temperature.—The temperature within the rearing room is maintained at 25° to 27° C with a General Electric self-contained heat pump controlled by a Honeywell four-bulb thermostat (table 2-6). The subbase automatically switches from heating to cooling.

Humidity.—Since diet preparation and other insect-rearing activities are conducted only in the large room, maintaining a low RH is generally a problem. However, about 70 percent RH is maintained with three portable dehumidifiers that are situated to drain the condensate into a sink.

Lighting.—Three overhead fluorescent fixtures, containing two fluorescent lamps in each of two rows, are the main light source. Tabletop lamps provide additional lighting. The lights are turned on only during normal working hours.

Although the building leaves much to be desired as a controlled-environment rearing facility, the objective, to develop a viable laboratory colony of insects, was achieved.
This facility is designed so that each step of the rearing operation is conducted in isolation to prevent the transfer of micro-organisms from contaminated materials, workers, or air (fig. 2-14). Most modern insectaries have separate rooms for mixing diet, holding moths during oviposition, incubating larvae, and storing materials, as well as special machinery for clearing the air and an exhaust hood for handling potentially contaminated cultures. This equipment is useful but quite expensive and is often beyond the resources of developing countries or small private firms. The exchange of micro-organisms may be prevented at considerably less expense by designing insectaries with separate buildings for each operation. The system described here has been used primarily for research on methods to produce lepidopteran nuclear polyhedral virus.

SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION

The laboratory building (II) is a prefabricated metal structure with a wooden floor and walls and with a ceiling made of plastic-coated panels (fig. 2-15). The room also has a 114-l water heater, two refrigerators (5° and 10° C, one with a freezing compartment), two tables with Formica tops, three chairs, and various drawers and shelves for holding equipment. A small bathroom with a toilet and washbasin is located at one end of the building. A kitchen sink and drainboard are fitted into the top of a small cabinet on the laboratory side of the bathroom wall. Operations conducted in this laboratory include the production of eggs, cleaning and storage of pupae, infection of larvae with the virus, harvest and storage of virus-killed larvae, bioassay and counting of virus polyhedra, and preparation of the virus for shipment. Processing of eggs, preparation of diet, and placement of larvae in rearing containers are accomplished at another location.

A homemade rearing cabinet holds small cages for housing the adult colony. It is a simple plywood box, with the top covered by clear plastic and the front door hinged at the bottom to provide a workbench when the door is open. It is equipped with an 8-cm-diameter fan mounted on the outside and vented through the wall above a vessel of water containing a paper-towel wick. Thus, relatively high RH is maintained, even without internal temperature control. There is another cabinet designed for bioassays. The construction is the same, except the walls and ceiling are insulated and the box is equipped with thermostatically controlled heating.

The two walk-in incubators (see fig. 2-14, III and IV), have six sides made of a commercial laminated-fiberglass material. Each side consists of a layer of 7.6-cm-thick cardboard cells partially filled with plastic foam and covered on both sides with fiberglass. The corners of the buildings are joined with metal or fiberglass molding and sealed with calking. The units are weatherproof on the exterior and can be washed with a hose on the interior. Each is equipped with a small electric heater and an air conditioner mounted in the wall. A two-way thermostat controls both heating and cooling. Thermostats built into the heater and cooler are set to provide a margin of safety if the main thermostat fails. Each incubator has a 15-cm squirrel-cage fan for air circulation and wooden racks for supporting the paper cups that contain developing larvae. Both incubators are fitted with 60-W germicidal ultraviolet lamps.
that operate continuously until an outer door opens; this causes a built-in switch to deactivate the lamps. The clean incubator (IV) is used to grow young larvae, some of which are allowed to pupate for propagation of the adult colony. The virus incubator (III) holds large larvae during the period between infection and death. The storeroom (I) is a small prefabricated metal building mounted on a wooden floor; it is equipped with shelves for containers of diet materials and supplies.

**EVALUATION**

The locations of the buildings and distances between them are partially determined by the existence of trees for shade; otherwise, there is no particular significance in the arrangement. The entire facility cost less than $5,000, and it has been in continuous operation since 1971. Since then as much as 2 kg of virus-killed larvae (about 20,000 individuals) per week have been
produced. Sustained production requires great care to avoid contamination of moths and eggs held in the same building with the virus. In most lots of pupae 4 to 5 percent of the cups have been contaminated with fungi; and, on one occasion, an unknown virus spread through the colony. This necessitated a thorough disinfection of all buildings. A fourfold increase in production could be achieved by adding racks to hold more cups. Also, the facility would be improved by providing a separate building (V) for the adult colonies.

INEXPENSIVE FACILITY FOR MASS REARING OF INSECTS

V. A. Gasparotto
Biological and Chemical Division
Diga International Company
9233 Colorado St., Riverside, Calif. 92503

This insect-rearing facility is designed for rearing insects in large numbers in a confined area with a limited amount of equipment (fig. 2-16). It is particularly adaptable to small firms and developing countries whose resources may not permit the construction and purchase of specialized rearing equipment. The facility is used to rear disease-free insects for analytical, medical, and other research studies. Some of the insects reared at this facility include the cabbage looper (Trichoplusia ni), variegated cutworm (Peridroma sacra), black cutworm (Acratis ipsilon), and the soldier fly (Hermelita illucens).

SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION

The modification of three rooms within a residence provides the space for mass rearing of adults and larvae. Environmental conditions within these rooms are regulated by individual thermostatically controlled air conditioners and wall heaters. In the general work areas, the temperature and RH are maintained at 22°±2°C and 50±5 percent.

The diet preparation area (A) is used for preparing and infesting larval diets and for mixing adult feeding solutions. Two pass-through areas (B and C) are used primarily for cleaning and washing before entering and after leaving the diet-preparation area. In the diet-formulation room (D), ingredients are weighed and packaged for transfer to room A for preparation. The walls and ceilings of this area are finished with lath and plaster, and the floor is asphalt tile. The oviposition and larval-rearing area (E) is used to hold developing larvae, house adult colonies, harvest eggs, and store extra heat-stable supplies. This room contains an environmental chamber (E-1) constructed from an unfinished-pine wardrobe cabinet. The chamber is insulated with fiberglass and provided with adjustable shelves, a

![Figure 2-16](image-url)

thermostatically controlled heating unit, and a fluorescent light on a timer for setting the photoperiod. A humidifier and humidistat could be added, but doing so would reduce the available space within the cabinet. The photoperiod of the room is controlled by an interval timer mounted on the fluorescent fixture. Lighting is furnished by a 2.5-m, four-bulb fluorescent fixture suspended from the ceiling. A thermostatically controlled portable heater maintains the temperature.

**EVALUATION**

The arrangement of the rooms provides the necessary degree of physical separation to prevent any loss of production from contamination. Four species of insects have been reared at one time without requiring additional space. Larval production averages 300 per day but could be increased to 3,000. Production in excess of 3,000 per day would require additional space, equipment, and personnel. The cost of modifying these rooms in 1970 was less than $2,000.

**REARING, RESEARCH, AND TEACHING FACILITY**

R. P. Smith  
Department of Entomology  
SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry  
Syracuse, N.Y. 13210

The entomology department retains two floors (first and fifth) in Illick Hall for research and instruction (fig. 2-17). The first floor provides office and laboratory space adjacent to modern research and rearing facilities (fig. 2-18, A). The fifth floor consists of a rooftop glasshouse and open insectaries (fig. 2-18, B). An indoor area of over 1,656 m² provides space for constant-temperature rooms, environmental chambers, glasshouses, and an insectary complex. Thus, species such as the smaller European elm bark beetle, *Scolytus multistriatus* (Marsham); gypsy moth, *Parnassius dispar* (L); and the American cockroach, *Periplaneta americana* (L), are colonized under controlled or ambient weather conditions.

**SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION**

Research and rearing facilities for forest-pest insects are combined with teaching laboratories in the west side of the first floor. Seven rooms are involved, encompassing 184 m² of instructional and rearing space. Three rooms are research-teaching laboratories, and the remaining four are walk-in constant-temperature chambers (Hotpack Corp., Channellight Series). All rooms are equipped with sources of electricity, natural gas, pressurized air, and distilled water. Each room is also air conditioned by pneumatically controlled hot- and cold-air mixtures generated by the campus steam station. To maintain temperatures at precisely 24° C, supplementary steam baseboard heating is installed in the larger laboratories, and additional heating units are located in existing ducts of the “common” insect-rearing laboratory. Humidity control is available only in the walk-in constant-temperature chambers. Portable electrostatic air filters are used to cleanse recirculating air of particulate matter, and odors are eliminated with portable charcoal filters equipped with air intake fans. A large-volume fume hood located in two of the laboratories remains in operation to withdraw air and serve as a working space for handling allergenic materials. All rooms are lighted by fluorescent fixtures suspended from the ceilings; additional natural light is available only in the larger laboratories. Desk and cabinet
tops are protected with Shelstone finish (E. H. Sheldon Co., Muskegon, Mich.), which is resistant to chemical oxidation.

The teaching-rearing areas on the first floor maintain temperature and RH at 23°±2° C and 35±5 percent, whereas the fifth floor quadrant allows outside ambient conditions to prevail. Screened insectaries on the north and west sides of the building also subject insects to the prevailing environment. Open-louvered roofs allow precipitation to fall directly on the insects and their host material, and contoured concrete floors permit excess moisture to drain off. The proximate indoor laboratory functions as a buffer zone between indoor and outdoor areas. A glasshouse on the fifth floor permits the concurrent rearing of insects and their host plants in any of seven laterally arranged 1.2- by 1.2- by 2.1-m cages. In this area, additional fluorescent lighting can be powered by d.c. batteries or the normal 110-V system. When the temperature exceeds 30° C, cooling, humidification, and air filtration are provided by wet excelsior pads mounted in the windows. When the temperature decreases to 18° C, steam-generated hot air is circulated by electrical fans.

OPERATION AND EVALUATION

Illick Hall was dedicated in 1968; therefore, its entomological facilities and equipment are all of recent vintage. Several of the rooms designed for use as teaching laboratories during the academic year are modified for mass rearing of forest pests during the summer months. This flexibility is enhanced by adding portable equipment such as humidifiers, heaters, air cleaners, and deodorizers.

Three types of rearing are adequately provided for by the design of Illick Hall: (1) Mass

---

**Figure 2-18.** Floor plans of first- and fifth-floor quadrants. A, Lower quadrant: a, Autoclave. c, Closet. h, Hood. s, Sink. B, Upper quadrant: f, Frass-collecting apparatus. k, Screened cages.
rearing under semicontrolled conditions in the large laboratories, (2) custom rearing under precise conditions in the constant-temperature cabinets and walk-in chambers, and (3) relatively natural rearing under modified outdoor conditions in the open insectary and glasshouse. Unfortunately, electrical problems occasionally disrupt experiments conducted in the constant-temperature cabinets and walk-in rooms. Therefore, audible alarms and backup power systems have been installed. This facility demonstrates the feasibility of combining an intermittent large-scale rearing and research operation with a teaching program.
SECTION 3

QUARANTINE FACILITIES
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA QUARANTINE FACILITY, ALBANY

L. K. Etzel
Department of Entomology
University of California
Albany, Calif. 94706

This facility consists of an anteroom, two medium-size rooms, and a small equipment room containing an air-conditioning unit and an autoclave. The facility is designed to be insect escape-proof and is used for the specific purpose of processing shipments of insect parasites and predators. The primary consideration is to insure that any harmful organisms, such as hyperparasites, phytophagous insects and mites, and weed seeds or other plant materials, are killed. Space is provided for small-scale rearing of insects that cannot be immediately identified.

SPECIFICATIONS

The overall internal dimensions of the quarantine facility are 12.0 by 5.0 by 2.7 m (fig. 3-1). Each of the two main rooms (A and B) is 5.2 by 5.0 m. The anteroom is 2.4 by 1.5 m, and the equipment room is 1.4 by 3.4 m. There are 10 tables with casters in the quarantine facility. A dozen sleeve cages for holding insects are conveniently located on the movable tables. Four stationary tables provide additional space for microscopes, assorted insect-holding units, and other equipment. Two metal cabinets also provide storage space. An electrically heated autoclave is used to sterilize certain supplies and to destroy unwanted biological material. A telephone in room A rings in rooms A and B. The anteroom contains a fire ax and fire extinguisher.

Temperature.—One air-conditioning unit provides cool air for the two main rooms. The air-conditioner is a recirculating unit, and no air is ducted into the system from outside the building. Each of the main rooms has a separate thermostatically controlled steam heater located in an exhaust duct of the air conditioner. In practice, air from the two rooms is mixed and cooled by the air conditioner and then is exhausted past the steam heaters back into the rooms. The air-conditioning unit permits a maximum temperature differential of about ±2.2° C between the two rooms. Room A is maintained at about 22° C, while room B is held at approximately 24° C. A lighted incubator

Figure 3-1.—Floor plan for the Albany quarantine facility. D, Door. W, Windows. S, Sink. Au, Autoclave. Air, Air conditioner. Lt, Light trap.
in room B provides an environment of $27^\circ \pm 0.5^\circ$ C. A refrigerator in room A is held at approximately $7.2^\circ$ C.

**Humidity.**—Within each room the RH may be regulated by means of a commercial humidifier that is governed by a humidistat.

**Photoperiod.**—The two main rooms have double-paned north windows and are therefore exposed to an ambient photoperiod. The outer panes are 6.4-mm wire glass, and the inner panes are 6.4-mm crystal glass. The pane-frame junctions are thoroughly caulked. Room B has six fluorescent fixtures, three of which may be regulated by a 24-h timer. These fixtures are hung by chains and can be raised or lowered to vary the light intensity received by plants in the sleeve cages. Light in room A is provided by four fluorescent fixtures attached to the ceiling that are not regulated by a timer.

**CONSTRUCTION**

Partitions are installed to separate the anteroom, equipment room, and two main rooms. Rock-wool insulation is placed in the ceilings and exterior walls of the quarantine rooms. The wall panels consist of 13-mm sheetrock over 19-mm Celotex. The ceilings in the quarantine rooms are 25-mm plywood over 19-mm Celotex. The panel joints are filled with joint filler, taped, sanded, and then sealed with shellac. The wall and wood surfaces are painted with one flat undercoat and two coats of off-white enamel. Mottled-brown asphalt tile is installed over the concrete floors and framed with wood baseboards. Four 110-V, duplex electrical outlets, one duplex outlet (governed by a humidistat), a sink with a cold water faucet, and compressed-air lines are provided in each main room. An insect light trap is built into a wall between the anteroom and room A (fig. 3-2). The 4.5-cm-thick wood doors are modified with sponge-rubber gasket material to prevent movement of insects. Pneumatic door closures press the doors firmly against these seals, and other mechanisms press an adjustable felt strip attached to the bottoms of the doors against the asphalt-tile floor. The exhaust ducts for the air conditioner, located in the attic above each main room, are attached to a boxlike exhaust module. The intake port from each room to the air conditioner is covered with 60-mesh, removable brass screening and a replaceable 50.8- by 2.5-cm, dust-stop filter.

**EVALUATION**

This quarantine facility has provided continuous service since 1951, but the following modifications would be desirable: (1) A source of hot water; (2) white linoleum molded between the walls and floors; (3) white walls, ceilings, doors, and tables; (4) an initial processing room and four controlled-environment rooms; (5) external light-tight louvers over the windows; (6) recessed fluorescent light fixtures; (7) electrical outlets with covers; (8) amber latex-rubber gasket material on all four edges of the doors; (9) equipment and structural features designed for easy disassembly; (10) negative air pressure into the facility; (11) an air-circulation system with external entrance and exhaust ports; and (12) adequate charcoal and particulate filters.
This laboratory is occupied by the Division of Plant Industry (DPI), Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services; the Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences, University of Florida; and the Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture (fig. 3-3). The DPI is responsible for the security of quarantine. The primary purposes of the laboratory are to act as a clearinghouse for the introduction of exotic biological-control agents into Florida and the southeastern United States, to provide a security area for biological-control research, and to fulfill the Federal requirements for a quarantine facility in Florida.

SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION

The building is a single-story, 446-m², brick-veneer structure with continuous footing, load-bearing masonry walls, concrete perimeter beams, steel roof joists, suspended concrete canopies, and built-up roofing. The floating slab floor and walls are joined with a nonhardening asphalt sealant. All interior walls are coated with vinyl latex. Each room has a 4.4-cm-thick, solid-core door. The windows have aluminum shade screens, and the ceilings are constructed of incombustible, acoustical, lay-in Celotex panels. The electrical fixtures, service outlets, and other equipment that penetrate the walls are sealed to prevent the entrance or escape of arthropods, and all light fixtures are recessed. Individual laboratories contain chemical-resistant counter tops, splash panels, and shelves. The 3.2-cm-thick white counter tops are made of portland cement impregnated with asbestos fibers, and low-gloss vinyl sealer is applied on the exposed surfaces to retard staining.

The security area (fig. 3-3, A) has smooth concrete floors with floor drains and emergency lights in every room. There is one wire-embedded window in the maximum-security room. The nonsecurity area (fig. 3-3, B) has carpeted floors, and all office-laboratories are equipped with hot, cold, and distilled water, CO₂, 75 percent aqueous isopropyl alcohol, bottled petroleum, compressed air, and a vacuum system. The security and nonsecurity areas have separate air-handling systems, and in both areas air is recycled through 99.5 percent effective (dioctylphthalate) filters. In addition, telephones and an intercom system expedite communication and reduce the amount of traffic between areas.

The security area consists of five rooms and four greenhouses, which are maintained with negative air pressure. All incoming material is unpacked in the maximum-security room (fig. 3-4, A). This room is equipped with hot, cold, and distilled water, CO₂, 75 percent aqueous isopropyl alcohol, bottled petroleum, compressed air, and a vacuum system. The security and nonsecurity areas have separate air-handling systems, and in both areas air is recycled through 99.5 percent effective (dioctylphthalate) filters. In addition, telephones and an intercom system expedite communication and reduce the amount of traffic between areas.

The security area consists of five rooms and four greenhouses, which are maintained with negative air pressure. All incoming material is unpacked in the maximum-security room (fig. 3-4, A). This room is equipped with hot, cold, and distilled water, CO₂, 75 percent aqueous isopropyl alcohol, bottled petroleum, compressed air, and a vacuum system. The security and nonsecurity areas have separate air-handling systems, and in both areas air is recycled through 99.5 percent effective (dioctylphthalate) filters. In addition, telephones and an intercom system expedite communication and reduce the amount of traffic between areas.

This laboratory is occupied by the Division of Plant Industry (DPI), Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services; the Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences, University of Florida; and the Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture (fig. 3-3). The DPI is responsible for the security of quarantine. The primary purposes of the laboratory are to act as a clearinghouse for the introduction of exotic biological-control agents into Florida and the southeastern United States, to provide a security area for biological-control research, and to fulfill the Federal requirements for a quarantine facility in Florida.

SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION

The building is a single-story, 446-m², brick-veneer structure with continuous footing, load-bearing masonry walls, concrete perimeter beams, steel roof joists, suspended concrete canopies, and built-up roofing. The floating slab floor and walls are joined with a nonhardening asphalt sealant. All interior walls are coated with vinyl latex. Each room has a 4.4-cm-thick, solid-core door. The windows have aluminum shade screens, and the ceilings are constructed of incombustible, acoustical, lay-in Celotex panels. The electrical fixtures, service outlets, and other equipment that penetrate the walls are sealed to prevent the entrance or escape of arthropods, and all light fixtures are recessed. Individual laboratories contain chemical-resistant counter tops, splash panels, and shelves. The 3.2-cm-thick white counter tops are made of portland cement impregnated with asbestos fibers, and low-gloss vinyl sealer is applied on the exposed surfaces to retard staining.

The security area (fig. 3-3, A) has smooth concrete floors with floor drains and emergency lights in every room. There is one wire-embedded window in the maximum-security room. The nonsecurity area (fig. 3-3, B) has carpeted floors, and all office-laboratories are equipped with hot, cold, and distilled water, CO₂, 75 percent aqueous isopropyl alcohol, bottled petroleum, compressed air, and a vacuum system. The security and nonsecurity areas have separate air-handling systems, and in both areas air is recycled through 99.5 percent effective (dioctylphthalate) filters. In addition, telephones and an intercom system expedite communication and reduce the amount of traffic between areas.

The security area consists of five rooms and four greenhouses, which are maintained with negative air pressure. All incoming material is unpacked in the maximum-security room (fig. 3-4, A). This room is equipped with hot, cold, and distilled water, CO₂, 75 percent aqueous isopropyl alcohol, bottled petroleum, compressed air, and a vacuum system. The security and nonsecurity areas have separate air-handling systems, and in both areas air is recycled through 99.5 percent effective (dioctylphthalate) filters. In addition, telephones and an intercom system expedite communication and reduce the amount of traffic between areas.

The security area consists of five rooms and four greenhouses, which are maintained with negative air pressure. All incoming material is unpacked in the maximum-security room (fig. 3-4, A). This room is equipped with hot, cold, and distilled water, CO₂, 75 percent aqueous isopropyl alcohol, bottled petroleum, compressed air, and a vacuum system. The security and nonsecurity areas have separate air-handling systems, and in both areas air is recycled through 99.5 percent effective (dioctylphthalate) filters. In addition, telephones and an intercom system expedite communication and reduce the amount of traffic between areas.
The room also contains a light trap on the north wall. The temperature- and humidity-controlled laboratory (fig. 3-4, B) will maintain environments of 4.4°±2° to 32.3°±2° C and 50 to 100±5 percent RH. Several sleeved cages are located in this room to hold specimens released from maximum security. This room is also used to rear selected species. The environmental-control-chamber room houses 28 commercial bioclimatic cabinets (60.0 by 71.1 by 66.0 cm, inside) and four additional units (76.2 by 127.0 by 116.8 cm) (fig. 3-4, C). An external chilled-water system is used to cool these chambers and to prevent the accumulation of excessive heat within the room. If the ambient temperature inadvertently exceeds 25.5° C, air is automatically exhausted through a filtered vent to the outside of the facility. The four greenhouses (fig. 3-4, D) are cooled by supplementary air-conditioning units (two greenhouses per unit). Each greenhouse is 3.4 m wide and 5.4 m long and is covered with 5.1- by 15.2-cm wire em-bedded in 0.6-cm clear polished glass. Movable benches provide flexibility in each greenhouse. The fumigation room has an emergency exit and a fumigation chamber that was made by adding a closed, compressed-air exhaust system to an autoclave. The autoclave and compactor room is provided with an Amsco stainless-steel autoclave and a Kitchen Aid compactor. The room is used to prepare materials for incineration and to sterilize equipment.

Most of the space in the nonsecurity area is devoted to offices and laboratories. The equipment-storage and machine room contains a Barnstead distiller (94.6-L capacity), air and vacuum pumps, electrical-system fuse box, and a separate storage area for each occupying agency. The machine room houses the air-handling units for the security and nonsecurity areas, fire alarm, Barber Coleman humidity controls for the temperature- and humidity-control room, and the main water connections. A light trap is located in the west wall of the
vestibule; there are no lights within this small room.

OPERATION AND EVALUATION

One person and an assistant, from each of the three organizations (State, University, and Federal), who occupy the nonsecurity area have keys to the security area. Trousers without cuffs and long laboratory coats are required in the security area. These coats are donned immediately upon entering the vestibule (security-area entrance) and are removed just before leaving.

Incoming shipments of exotic insects are opened inside a sleeve cage located in the maximum-security room. All packing and host material are autoclaved, placed in the compactor, and discarded. After the specimens have been identified and inspected for hyperparasites or disease, they are either retained in maximum security or transferred to other locations within the security area.

The State Bureau of Entomology (DPI) is adjacent to the Quarantine and Biological-Control Laboratory. This bureau houses an extensive taxonomic and biological-control library and six taxonomists who assist in the identification of insects and mites. A close association between the State Bureau of Entomology and biological personnel greatly facilitates the handling of insects within the security area.

The Beneficial Insects Research Laboratory (fig. 3-5) was constructed to house the USDA quarantine and biological-control research program, which had been located at Moorestown, N.J., since 1927 (Fisher 1964). The 828-m² main building, which includes the quarantine section, was completed in 1973 and is leased by the USDA from the University of Delaware; additional buildings (294 m²) were constructed by the USDA in 1975. The laboratory location was selected to be within 90 km of a major international airport (Philadelphia), close to an interstate highway (3.3 km), and within a 500-km radius of most of the agricultural regions in the Northeast. The mission of the quarantine section includes receiving shipments of live beneficial insects from foreign countries, processing them under secure conditions so that any undesirable species (hyperparasites, pest insects, parasites of predators, etc.) are eliminated, determining the identity and food preferences of species whose status is uncertain, and finally, releasing beneficial species to entomologists in the various States for field liberations and laboratory studies. During the past 10 years, the number of shipments received and sent each year averaged 165 and 310, respectively.

CONSTRUCTION AND SPECIFICATIONS

The 147-m² quarantine section consists of nine rooms, storage area, corridor, and threesection anteroom (fig. 3-6). The building has a structural-steel framework on a reinforced concrete slab, and the roof is supported by steel decking. The two exterior walls are cement block, with aluminum and glass decorative panels. The internal walls, partitions, and ceilings are 1.3-cm-thick plasterboard attached by screws to galvanized-steel studs. The windows...
are sealed in anodized-aluminum frames by vinyl gaskets and cannot be opened. All rooms except 10, 11, and 12 have white walls, ceilings, and bench tops for easy visibility of stray insects. The four maximum-security isolation rooms (Q-I) have triple-glazed windows composed of double thermal glass for insulation, with the inside pane frosted for light diffusion, and a 0.65-cm acrylic outside pane to protect against breakage. These rooms also have gray, poured (seamless) epoxy floors and baseboards and specially finished walls, with all inside corners filleted to eliminate hiding places. The floors of rooms 5 through 9 are covered with gray or white 31-cm vinyl tiles. The plastic-laminated bench tops in rooms 1 through 6 are matte white. The doors and frames are metal in rooms 1 through 9 and, except for the two swinging doors in room 9, all door perimeters are sealed with vinyl-magnetic gaskets that adhere tightly to the metal doors. All rooms except 10 through 12 have a white acrylic-latex semi-gloss enamel on the walls and ceilings to retard moisture and facilitate cleaning.

Tap- and cooling-water pipes, sewer pipes, and wires (electrical, telephone, and intercom) enter quarantine either from the concrete slab or the attic, which is walled off from all other sections of the building. All space around pipes and conduits penetrating through the ceiling from the attic is carefully sealed. Access to the attic for equipment maintenance or repair is through gasketed panels in the ceilings of rooms 8 and 11. All penetrations through the walls, except for the electrical wires and water pipes in room 12, are also sealed with silicone caulking at both the inside and outside surfaces to prevent the escape of insects and eliminate hiding places. Rooms 7 and 10 have hot- and cold-water pipes for the sinks, autoclave, and dishwasher. Both sink drains have two successive traps to prevent insect escape. All rooms have three to eight 115-V electrical outlets divided among circuits that are arranged to prevent a single failure from affecting an entire room. A 230-V circuit serves the autoclave (table 3-1). The main circuit breakers are located outside quarantine. Rooms 1 through 4 have vacuum connections to a central system that is powered by a unit in room 7. This system is used to clean these rooms and is suitably screened to prevent insect escape. Rooms 8, 10, and 12 have intercom telephones that can be used internally or for communication with other areas in the laboratory and the outside. Rooms 7, 8, and 10 have a separate intercom system that can be used to communicate with rooms 1 through 6 and other key locations in the laboratory. Persons in rooms 1 through 6 can reply to incoming messages without interrupting their work, but they must go outside into the corridor to initiate calls. Because the quarantine section is isolated from the rest of the building, a fire-warning gong is located in room 8. A fire-alarm pull switch is located next to the quarantine fire door. Emergency lights in rooms 7, 8, and 9
### TABLE 3-1.—Major components for quarantine facility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference letter</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A                | Autoclave, electric, 0.23-m³  
(American Sterilizer model) |
| R                | Refrigerator, stainless-steel, 4-door, 1.3-m³, 2°±1° to 15°±1° C  
(Raetone SR-47-S) |
| V                | Central vacuum system  
(Nutone 350) |
|                  | Demineralizer, reduces conductivity 90%  
(Barnstead-Sybron BD-2) |
|                  | Fan switch, 3-speed  
(Allen-Bradley 800-T-NH-2-B18) |
|                  | Thermostat, pneumatic  
(Johnston Service T-4002) |
|                  | Heating/cooling units, electric heat, chilled-water cooling  
(International Air Conditioning 2-CP2-2; 8-BGP2-2) |
|                  | Humidifier, 1.4-l/h  
(Walton WE-228) |
|                  | Humidistat, 40% to 70% RH  
(Honeywell H64-A) |
|                  | Intercom  
(Executone 6000 series) |

**Turn on automatically if an electrical power failure occurs.**

**Temperature.**—Each room, except 12, has a separate heating-cooling unit mounted in the attic. Air, removed from the room by a three-Speed fan, is cooled by a chilled water coil or heated by an electrical resistance element and then returned to the room. The temperature is regulated between 8°±1° and 30°±1° C by a pneumatic thermostat. The fans have four-position switches. The chilled water (5°C) is supplied by a compressor-condensing unit located outside quarantine; a reserve unit is available if the primary unit fails.

**Humidity.**—Rooms 1 through 7 each have a Walton electrically operated water-vapor humidifier that is regulated between 40 and 70±2 percent RH by a Honeywell humidistat. The humidifiers use demineralized water supplied by two Barnstead units installed outside quarantine; tapwater may be satisfactory in areas where mineral concentration is low. The air circulation required for precise humidity regulation is provided by a small electric fan near each humidistat. The fan is energized each time the humidifier operates. Excess humidity, which occasionally produces considerable mold growth in rooms 5 and 6 when large quantities of plant material are present, is eliminated with a portable 14-l/day household dehumidifier.

**Air circulation.**—When a room is in use, the fan switch is on, and the ceiling heating-cooling unit constantly recirculates the air. An exhaust fan in the corridor can be used to remove paint or disinfectant odors from any of the six adjacent rooms by opening only the door of the room to be ventilated; normally, all doors are closed. A second exhaust fan is located over the autoclave (A) to remove heat and ventilate room 7. When a fan is used for ventilation, replacement air is drawn into quarantine through the air intake (AI). To prevent insects from escaping, both the intake and exhaust sides of all air ducts are covered with 100-mesh screen. The air-intake screens are protected from dust by cellulose air-conditioner filters. The intake and exhaust screens and filters are periodically washed. The attic has a ventilating fan that operates automatically at temperatures above 27°C to exhaust warm air and draw in cool air through the screened roof stacks.

**Lighting.**—Rooms 7, 8, 10, 11, and 12 have flush-mounted fluorescent ceiling lights. These fixtures are sealed inside and gasketed to prevent insects from escaping. The only illumination in the three-part anteroom (9) is a glass window in the door to room 7 and a continuously operated light trap (LT) in each of the other sections. Fluorescent lamps are suspended by adjustable chains from the ceilings of rooms 5 and 6 and are on the undersides of shelves in rooms 1 and 3. Small wall-mounted timeclocks are used to regulate the photoperiods. During working hours the large windows in rooms 1 through 4 provide adequate diffused light and serve to attract most species of insects. Since all windows are on the north side of the building, no awnings or shades are necessary.

**OPERATION**

Shipments of insects from foreign countries are delivered to isolation rooms 2 or 4, placed inside a transparent plastic sleeve cage, and unpacked. The unpacking room is maintained at 10°C to reduce insect movement and facilitate identification. The live and dead beneficial or host insects are counted, sexed, and identified; those to be saved are placed in vials or other secure containers for emergence, use,
storage, or shipment. All packing materials, unwanted insects, and plant material are placed in a polyethylene bag and autoclaved (125°C for 90 minutes at 2.1 kg/cm²) before leaving quarantine. The doors to rooms 1 through 4 and 9 and 10 are always kept locked, and key access is controlled. All personnel wear knee-length laboratory coats that remain in quarantine. Most of the work, including cleaning, is done by the quarantine officer and one assistant. Insects being reared or awaiting identification, or those that must be tested before release from quarantine, are held in rooms 1, 3, 5, or 6 or in the refrigerators in room 7. Diapausing or hibernating insects are stored at about 2°C. Most species of adult Hymenoptera and predators that cannot be shipped immediately are stored at 13°C to prolong their lifespan.

There are a number of other features designed to increase quarantine security. All cages, glassware, and associated equipment are cleaned with the dishwashing machine or by hand in room 7. A microscope and illuminator are kept in rooms where their use is required. The insect specimens and identification keys are kept in rooms 7 and 8. Supplies of small vials and other much-used items are kept in identically arranged small cabinets in rooms 1 through 4; large quantities are stored in room 7. Quarantine records are prepared and filed in rooms 10 and 12, where they can be consulted without entering quarantine. When insects are released from quarantine to be shipped, they are taken into room 10 for packing; the boxes, forms, labels, and other necessary materials are stored in rooms 10 and 11.

**EVALUATION**

Since our new building was completed in late 1973, many construction faults have been detected that reduce the security of quarantine. These defects, which have been corrected, include poorly fitted screens and gaskets, spaces around pipe penetrations and electrical receptacles, small openings in the outside walls, and so forth. In addition, there are several cases where the design is faulty or does not provide optimum quarantine security. The aluminum window frames should have been insulated to reduce the condensation inside rooms 1 through 4 and 7 during cold weather. The attic should be walled off between rooms 7 and 9. Although the fire door (required by local codes) has magnetic gaskets and only internal hardware, a second door and small anteroom should be added. Also, it would be desirable to have a larger sink in room 7, individual exhaust fans in rooms 1 through 6, and attachments for the vacuum system to provide power aspirators for the collection of insects. Ultimately, a secure and effective quarantine operation depends on conscientious, well-trained employees in addition to properly designed and constructed facilities.
QUARANTINE LABORATORY FOR PLANT-FEEDING INSECTS

J. C. BAILEY and J. B. KREASKY
U.S. Delta States Agricultural Research Center
Science and Education Administration
Stoneville, Miss. 38776

This facility is designed to provide quarantine capabilities for receiving, holding, and conducting research on plant-feeding insects foreign to the continental United States (fig. 3-7). The primary purposes of the facility are to (1) terminate insect diapause, (2) develop artificial diets, (3) study host specificity, and (4) investigate the biologies of imported species.

SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION

The building has 239 m² of nonquarantine area, 313 m² of quarantine area, and 110 m² of equipment area (Fig. 3-8). Three offices with restrooms (102-104), storage room (105), diet preparation room (106), potting room (107), and a greenhouse (131) comprise the nonquarantine area. The equipment area is divided into a lower level behind the walk-in growth chambers and cold box and an upper level that includes the air-handling units, air filters, boiler, and associated mechanical equipment. The quarantine section contains a shower-change room (111 and 112), receiving room (120), incinerator room (121), storage room (124), restroom (122), darkroom (123), two laboratories (126 and 128), and two greenhouses (129 and 130).

The quarantine area has several features that make it essentially escape-proof for insects. All walls are sealed (air and water tight) both inside and outside at each seam and around penetrating objects (ducts, conduit, pipes, etc.). Vents, air intakes, and drains are covered with 100-mesh screen (0.01-cm openings) that can be removed easily for cleaning. The restroom is not screened, but quarantine is maintained by being cautious and limiting access to the room. Supply and return air ducts and fresh-air ducts to the air-handling units have air filters with an efficiency of 85 percent (National Bureau of Standards atmospheric dust-spot test). These filters (table 3-2) retain clean air in the quarantine area and serve as another barrier in preventing the escape of insects. As an additional precaution, all drains lead into a special waste trap. The floors are coated with 0.34-cm-thick, resinous, monolithic topping applied over white paint on concrete. Vinyl paint is used to color the walls light green and the ceilings white; this facilitates inspection for stray insects and cleaning of the quarantine section. Lighting is provided by fluorescent fixtures with gasketed light diffusers that provide easy access.

A monitoring system is installed to prevent the loss of irreplaceable insects and plants should equipment fail. This system monitors the temperature and RH in the growth chambers and greenhouses, the fans on the air-handling units, the cooling lower water temperature, the breakage of glass panels in greenhouses, the airflow through filters, the doors that remain closed, and other related functions. The monitor console is located in the maintenance building, which is manned 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.

Walk-in growth chambers.—Each of four chambers (B), two in each laboratory (126 and 128), measures (inside) 2.90 m long, 2.41 m wide, and 2.13 m high. The temperature ranges from 5° ±0.4° to 38° ±0.4° C and RH (limited by a 5° C dew point) ranges from 30 to 95±5 percent. The temperature and humidity controls, which include independent diurnal and nocturnal settings, are connected to the maximum-minimum alarm system. Variations in uniform light intensities of 33, 66, and 100±10
TABLE 3-2.—Major components for quarantine laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference (fig. 3-8)</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. 121</td>
<td>Incinerator, 11.3 kg/l of No. 4 waste (Leavesly Industries PD-25-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 126 and 128</td>
<td>Growth chambers (Environmental Growth Chambers E5-227-M1175, modified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. 127</td>
<td>Cold chamber (Forma Scientific B9-68 and B9-38; modified with 25.4-cm recorders, Weisler 245128 and 245126)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. 126 and 128</td>
<td>Growth chambers (Kysor Industries CEL 26-H1 with humidity controller, HC-CW; and electronic recorder, Honeywell V45202F1L (H) 33-111-74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. 116</td>
<td>Autoclave, pass-through (Consolidated Stillts and Sterilizers SSR-3A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126, 128</td>
<td>Incubators (Hotpack 352820)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129, 130</td>
<td>Quarantine greenhouses (Lord and Burnham models)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Air filters, 85% efficient (Flanders Filters P-4, 7C70L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Temperature and humidity monitoring system (G.H. Avery, custom made)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Fluorescent light fixtures, scaled, 1.2-m (Daybrite models)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

percent of 5,000 fs are obtainable at 0.9 m from the source. Fluorescent and incandescent lights are regulated synchronously or independently, and diurnal-nocturnal phase changes are controlled by an independent timer. A three-channel recorder is used to record temperature, RH, and light intensity. The doors and door facings are surrounded by electrical heat strips to deter insects from escaping. To maintain internal isolation, the chambers are systematically sealed in the same manner as the entire building. The compressors (C) are interconnected by a system of manifolds to sustain continuous operation of the four chambers. Therefore, the chambers are not impaired by the loss of an individual compressor; and electricity is saved, since all of the compressors are not required to maintain the temperature in all of the cabinets.

Walk-in cold chamber.—This chamber (D, 127) is divided into two compartments. The first compartment, 2.54 m wide, 2.01 m high, and 2.24 m deep, is entered from the adjacent laboratory (128). It has a range in temperature of 0° to 60° C and a range in RH of 45 to 85 percent. The second compartment is 2.54 m wide, 2.01 m high, and 1.92 m deep. It has a temperature range of -20° to 60° C. High-low safety alarms and cutoffs are provided with each compartment. Both compartments have 7-day, 25.4-cm circular chart recorders.

Reach-in growth chambers.—Two of these chambers (E), which are 0.57 m wide, 1.04 m high, and 1.27 m deep, are located in each laboratory (126 and 128). The temperature ranges from 4 ± 2° to 43 ± 2° C, and RH ranges from 55 to 80 ± 5 percent. The lighting is from ten 1.2-m, 110-W fluorescent lamps supplemented by twelve 25-W incandescent bulbs. The fluorescent and incandescent light sources and temperature are regulated separately by 24-h timers and monitored with an electric hygrometer. Filtered air is uniformly circulated throughout the growing area. Windows in the doors prevent disruption of the internal environment during routine observation.

Incubators.—Two boxes in each laboratory (126 and 128) measure (inside) 0.72 m wide, 0.58 m deep, and 1.34 m high. The temperature ranges from 2°±0.5° to 50°±0.5° C. The lighting is from eight fluorescent lamps arranged in pairs at four heights in each box. Four shelves, adjustable on 1.3-cm centers, are also available. Timers allow day-night settings of temperature and photoperiod.

Incinerator.—This pathological incinerator (A) is designed to handle 11.3 kg/h of No. 4 waste. It has one 250,000-Btu/h burner in the ignition chamber and one 250,000-Btu/h burner in the combustion chamber. All combustible waste material is burned in the quarantine area. A minimum temperature of 48.9° C is maintained in the incinerator to prevent insects from escaping through the stack.

Pass-through autoclave.—As another safeguard to prevent insects from escaping or entering the quarantine area, an autoclave (F) is used to pass all autoclavable material in and out of quarantine. This autoclave, which has an electrical steam generator, is 50.8 cm high, 50.8 cm wide, and 96.5 cm long, inside. It has a combination temperature controller-indicator with a 24-h recorder, color-coded cycle-phase indicating lights, program control buttons.
(with cycle-lock), and an automatic chamber effluent condenser.

Quarantine greenhouses.—Two 3.96-m-wide and 6.40-m-long greenhouses (129 and 130) are entered from a laboratory (128). These greenhouses are air conditioned and humidity controlled and are covered with 0.64-cm-thick, wire-reinforced glass. The temperature ranges from 13° to 33° C and RH from 30 to 60° percent. These greenhouses are sealed both inside and outside in a fashion similar to the rest of the building; a smoke bomb was used to check the tightness of the system.

OPERATION

The quarantine area is entered through a vestibule (109), which is illuminated by a black-light (BLB) insect trap. The exhaust fan in the vestibule is actuated when the door from this room to the locker room (110) is opened. Simultaneously, the light and exhaust fan in the locker room are switched off. Persons enter the locker room, remove their street clothes, acquire towels and wash cloths, and enter the shower room (112). From the shower, they move to the change room (113) and obtain clothing worn in the quarantine area. Research personnel are furnished with lightweight, short-sleeved jump suits and white deck shoes. Underclothing is furnished by each individual. Each visitor entering the quarantine area is furnished disposable overalls and footwear. Lights and exhaust fans in the change room are switched off when the door to a second vestibule (118) is opened. An insect light trap is the only illumination in the vestibule. This vestibule leads to a quarantine corridor (119). The outer door of each vestibule, both shower-room doors, and doors to both laboratories (126 and 128) have audible alarms that sound each time a door is opened, and they remain on until the door is closed. Doors that lead to the outside of the building from a corridor (125) and laboratory (126) are emergency exits. These doors are sealed with silicone calking and are opened only in accordance with our emergency evacuation procedures. No smoking is allowed except in the storage room (124). This room is used for storing tools and performing routine maintenance. A refrigerator is kept in this room, since it also serves as a place for eating meals. All materials that enter or leave the quarantine area are either autoclaved or cleaned and disinfected. Any item only cleaned and disinfected is inspected for insects by separate individuals (inside and outside of quarantine) and transported in a clean plastic bag. The greatest concern is the possible escape of alien insects.

EVALUATION

These facilities and equipment are more than adequate for a quarantine and research laboratory; however, the following additions or changes are warranted: (1) Inclusion of the diet preparation room (106) in the quarantine area, (2) a distilled water supply in the quarantine area for humidifiers and research purposes, (3) a modified shower system that would not allow passage without showering, (4) a gas fumigation chamber in addition to the steam autoclave, and (5) a more stain-resistant flooring material.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA QUARANTINE FACILITY, RIVERSIDE

T. W. FISHER
Division of Biological Control
Department of Entomology
University of California, Riverside, Calif. 92502

This quarantine facility is an integral component of a larger insectary building (fig. 3-9) comprised of nine multiroom wings (fig. 3-10). The end room (F-7), completed in 1960, serves as the quarantine room proper, where incoming shipments of natural enemies are processed. Six smaller rooms contain host material and miscellaneous rearing paraphernalia. One of these rooms (F-6) is a fully equipped reserve quarantine room. An anteroom provides an additional buffer from routine insectary activity. The specific purposes of the quarantine facility are to (1) intercept and destroy unwanted organisms and (2) conduct biological studies to
determine the primary habits of imported insects and mites. Ultimately, these alien insects and mites are consigned to appropriate projects for propagation, colonization, and evaluation.

SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION

The quarantine wing consists of eight rooms with a total of 53 m² of usable floorspace (fig. S-10). The ceiling is uniformly 2.1 m high to facilitate the retrieval of escaped insects and reduce the volume of air to be heated and cooled. The entire insectary complex is constructed of reinforced concrete. The interior surfaces of ceilings, walls, and partitions are made of painted smooth plaster. At 1975 prices, an expenditure of $1,252,000 would be needed to duplicate this structure. The building would cost about $968 per square meter, and the quarantine wing could cost $220,000.

Temperature.—The central steam plant provides chilled water and steam to the quarantine wing. A reserve chilled-water system serves to air condition the facility when the central plant is inoperative. Ambient temperatures (between 23° ±1° and 32° ±1° C) are controlled by pneumatically actuated valves.

Relative humidity.—Steam jets located in the air circulation ducts provide a range in RH of 40 to 80 ±4 percent.

Air circulation.—Air is recirculated through particulate and activated charcoal filters as an energy conservation measure and because the insectary is essentially free of noxious chemical fumes. The rate of air exchange may be regulated from zero to 20 changes per hour by adjusting dampers in the individual rooms. This is a balanced system; a change in one room affects the airflow in other rooms. Therefore, the dampers are rarely adjusted.

Air-supply vents are mounted flush with the ceiling, and the exhaust vents are on the end walls near the floor of each room. All vents are covered with stainless-steel screening (120-mesh) and are gasketed and clamped down. The screens prevent 1-mm-size organisms from entering or leaving the room, but the vents become clogged with dust and must be cleaned periodically to maintain the desired airflow.

Light.—Externally fixed louvers, suspended from the roof and extended about 0.9 m from the windows, prevent direct sunlight from entering the windows. The stationary interior-window panes are smooth glazed glass, and the similarly fixed exterior panes are reinforced with embedded wire netting. Double glazing provides additional insulation and physical protection against the escape of quarantined insects or mites. Since sunlight does not directly strike the north windows, louvers are not used, and the glass is transparent.

Artificial light is provided by fluorescent fixtures mounted flush in the ceiling. All rooms have 115-V grounded receptacles and one or more 208-V outlets. The power load is distributed to each room by two or more circuits. In the event of voltage reductions or power failures, a reserve generator provides electricity to selected circuits and the quarantine room.

Equipment.—All rooms are provided with pressurized air, vacuum and CO₂ lines, and domestic water. The rooms also have flood drains with dust-proof covers. In addition, the quarantine room and anteroom have stainless-steel sinks fitted with double-baffled traps. Hot and cold water, distilled water, and natural gas are piped to these sinks. The sink counter tops and laboratory benches in the quarantine room are made of light-colored Formica for easy cleaning and inspection for stray insects. The doors are heavily gasketed and are held shut by upper and lower beveled “dog” fasteners. Each door has a capped port through which fumigant may be admitted. Other equipment includes cold storage for host plant material, greenhouses, sterilization cabinet, small autoclave, methyl bromide (7 m³/h) fumigation chamber (Fisher 1964), and constant and variable temperature.

FIGURE 3-9.—Insectary at UCR, 1960. Large nonlouvered window is in quarantine room. Later modifications include an observation platform outside this window and air recirculation ductwork on the roof.
Figure 2-10. Schematic floor plan of insectary. Wings A, B, C, D, E, and J (machinery room) were completed in 1930; wing C served as quarantine facility. Wings F, G, H, and I (with the adjacent machinery room) were completed in 1960; then wing F became quarantine facility.
cabinets. A reference collection of entomophages is also provided.

**OPERATION**

The quarantine facility has adequate internal equipment and supplies and is a self-contained working unit. The anteroom is a buffer and serves as a transfer station for materials entering or leaving quarantine. It is also a place where the staff may consult quarantine records or confer with quarantine personnel. In addition, maintenance and cleaning of rearing equipment are performed there.

Access is limited to authorized individuals who are familiar with the protocols for handling insects and mites. Communication is by telephone or by intercom originating from an observation platform just outside the quarantine room. This is as close as staff or regulatory officials can get to the initial opening of quarantined packages. Further isolation is provided by the double doors and, occasionally, by restricting the use of the toilet near section G to quarantine personnel. Constantly operated light traps are located in the entry chamber, the hall of the quarantine wing, and the anteroom. Routine custodial duties are the responsibility of the quarantine personnel. The reserve quarantine room (F-6) is used for initial processing of shipments when building maintenance is required.

**EVALUATION**

There has been a quarantine facility here since 1930, and many of its design features and operational methods have been used as guidelines for the development of other domestic and foreign quarantine insectaries (Fisher, 1964; Fisher and Finney, 1961). The only significant modifications have been associated with internal-climate-control systems. Even after the incorporation of modern equipment, the cost of heating, cooling, and humidification is the most expensive operational item. This costly type of construction was dictated by the State of California criteria for public buildings.

A less expensive, highly functional alternative quarantine-insectary facility has been designed (fig. 3-11). Built according to present-day standards for home solar heating and cooling, the insectary portion of the facility would cost $377 to $538 per square meter. The attached greenhouse probably would not exceed $86 per square meter and could be a source of heat for the insectary. In regions with 70 percent cloudless days, current technology could provide solar heating and cooling for normal operation of this insectary for an initial cost of $8,000 to
$10,000. A solar-space and water-heating capability alone would cost about $4,000, according to recent calculations (Energy Systems, Inc., San Diego, Calif.).

Even the very best of facilities cannot substitute for inept handling of quarantined material. It is a tribute to the quarantine facility and personnel, through the 45-year history at UCR, that an imported organism has never escaped.
SECTION 4

LARGE-SCALE FACILITIES
FACILITY FOR LARGE-SCALE REARING OF TEPHRITID FRUIT FLIES

N. Tanaka
Hawaiian Fruit Flies Laboratory
Science and Education Administration
Honolulu, Hawaii 96804

The rearing facility of the Hawaiian Fruit Flies Laboratory, located on the "upper" campus of the University of Hawaii, is used for production of the melon fly, Dacus cucurbitae Coquillett, the Mediterranean fruit fly, Ceratitis capitata (Wiedemann), and the oriental fruit fly, D. dorsalis Hendel. These insects are used for research on commodity treatments, attractants, physiology, irradiation, chemical control, and related problems. The facility also is suitable for mass producing up to 30 million flies per week for pilot test studies or actual sterile-fly release programs (fig. 4-1).

SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION

The steel-framed, galvanized-steel-sheathed, "Butler-type" building (30 by 12 by 2.4 m) is lined with two layers of gypsum board and divided into two rooms by a 20-cm-thick, double-walled gypsum board partition fitted with a 2.4-m-wide sliding door (fig. 4-2). In the larger room, temperatures ranging from 26° to 30° C are maintained by two air conditioners (23,000 Btu/h, Pathfinder Series, model P24F-6F, 425 l/s, Borg Warner, York, Pa.). Air circulation is augmented by three 41-cm-diameter oscillating fans and two 46-cm-diameter exhaust fans. The latter also serve to remove odors produced by fermenting larval diets. Portable heaters are used to provide necessary heat. The smaller room is maintained at a temperature of 16° to 18° C with one of the 23,000-Btu/h units and two larger air-conditioning units (27,000 Btu/h, Whirlpool AXF 270-3, Whirlpool, Inc., Benton Harbor, Mich.) mounted in windows on opposite sides of the room. Two 41-cm-diameter oscillating fans are also operated in this room. Humidity is not controlled in either room and ranges from 50 to 100 percent. Lighting is provided by banks of fluorescent light fixtures (two 1.2-m, 40-W lamps/fixture) spaced 2.4 m apart along the entire length of the ceiling. Floor drains (FD) are conveniently located in both rooms.

OPERATION AND EVALUATION

The larger room houses the adult-colony cages, larval-culture cabinets, and associated rearing equipment. A 3- by 6-m section, par-
Partitioned from the colony area with concrete tile, serves as a washroom and provides storage space for a concrete mixer (capacity of 0.25 m$^2$) that is used for preparing media. Along one side of the room approximately 2.4 by 1.5 m of floor space is provided for pupal sifting and storage; quality control and rearing studies are conducted in the adjacent area. Larval cultures are held in this room for 4 days after "egg set" and are then transferred to the small room. This procedure is necessary because of the excessive metabolic heat generated during the last 2 to 4 days of the 7- to 8-day larval period. When the larval cabinets are crowded, at least three oscillating fans are required to cool the cultures. This cooler room is also used to manipulate development and synchronize eclosion of different lots of pupae.

This facility has been in continuous operation since 1974 and has been used to produce more than 1 billion pupae of the three tephritid species. Unfortunately, infestations of Drosophila spp. have not been eliminated from the larval cultures, but these inquiline pests are kept under control by carefully applying aerosol sprays containing 0.6 percent pyrethrum. This practice does not harm the fruit flies, since a solid wall separates the adult and larval culture rooms. The cooling room should be equipped with eight smaller, 8,000- to 10,000-Btu/h, window air conditioners (four on each side of the room) instead of the three high-capacity units. This effect would cool larval cultures more efficiently and eliminate the need for supplementary fans. Also, as a safety feature, the concrete floor should be rough-finished or coated with a nonskid paint. These prefabricated metal buildings are suitable for "factory-type" rearing operations, since they can be conveniently modified to satisfy the requirements of individual rearing systems.

REARING FACILITY FOR VEGETABLE AND SUGARBEET INSECTS

J. W. DEBOLT and M. A. PETTERSON

Vegetable and Sugarbeet Insects Laboratory
Science and Education Administration
Mesa, Ariz. 85201

This facility was constructed in 1967 to develop economical rearing methods and to provide large numbers of cabbage loopers, Trichoplusia ni (Hubner), for field release studies. Currently, both cabbage looper and beet armyworm, Spodoptera exigua (Hubner), cultures are maintained for studies on parasites, predators, pathogens, insecticides, radiation, and host-plant resistance. The facility also provides cabbage looper larvae for parasite rearing and pathogen production at other ARS laboratories.

SPECIFICATIONS AND OPERATION

The 12.2- by 8.5-m Stran Steel building (fig. 4-3) is located on a concrete slab adjacent to the Mesa laboratory. This insectary is divided into four rooms: two 6.1- by 3.8-m rearing rooms (B and C), one 6.1- by 7.9-m main room (A), and a 1.7- by 1.4-m oviposition room (D). A 1.4- by 3.0-m room (E), made of aluminum siding over a wood frame, is attached to the southwest corner of the building to house the boiler, water heater, and autoclave chamber. The building also has a large attic for additional storage and a lift that moves between floors.

The sheet-metal outer walls and roof are lined with 5.1-cm-thick, plastic-backed fiberglass insulation. The inner surface on the outer walls of the rearing rooms (B and C) and all walls in the oviposition room (D) are further coated with a 2.5-cm layer of polyurethane foam. In addition, the entire ceiling and walls of the rearing rooms are lined with 10.2-cm, foil-backed fiberglass. Sheet Formica extends from the floor to a height of 61 cm in the oviposition room (D). The inner surface of all other walls is finished with a rough-textured concrete plaster.

The main room (A) is used for weighing ingredients, preparing diet, filling and infesting containers, and harvesting insects. Larvae, often several species, are reared on the movable racks in the south rearing room (C), and the
Figure 4-3.—Floor plan of rearing facility for vegetable and sugarbeet insects. A, Diet and infesting room. B, North rearing room. C, South rearing room. D, Oviposition room. E, Boiler room. 1, Door. 2, Movable table. 3, Stationary table. 4, Desk. 5, Wall cabinet. 6, Refrigerator. 7, Incubator. 8, Lighted table. 9, Air conditioners. 10, Rearing-container storage rack. 11, Lighted oviposition rack. 12, Floor drain. 13, Heater and table. 14, Sink. 15, Autoclave. 16, Steam kettle. 17, Boiler. 18, Hot-water tank. 19, Elevator area. 20, CO2 bottle. 21, Structural support. 22, Water faucet.

The north rearing room (B) is held in reserve. The oviposition room (D) is a converted lavatory with the fixtures removed; a rack equipped with shelves and lights is placed against one wall.

Temperature.—An electric refrigeration-gas heat unit (32,500-Btu/h cooling, 75,000-Btu/h heating) provides temperatures from 21.1° to 26.7° C in the main room (A). It is a closed recirculating system, with air filtered through two 50.8- by 50.8-cm fiberglass filters. The rearing rooms are maintained at 26.7°±1° C by window air conditioners (table 4-1) centered in the east wall, 2.1 m above the floor. The 9,500-Btu/h air conditioner in the oviposition room is used only in emergencies, since 26.7°±2° C is normally maintained by a portable heater.

Humidity.—Relative humidity is not controlled in three rooms (A, B, and D). In the
south rearing room (C), two portable dehumidifiers are operated at half capacity to maintain the RH at 40 ± 10 percent.

**Light.**—Each rearing room has three ceiling-mounted, 100-W, incandescent lamps. The oviposition room is provided with two F-40-PL lamps positioned 39 cm above the bottoms of the oviposition cages. A 24-h night light is used in the oviposition room, and all other lamps are operated on a 12:12-h light-dark cycle.

**EVALUATION**

This facility has been in continuous operation since 1967 and during this time, conversion of the lavatory to an oviposition room and the addition of foam insulation have been the only major changes. However, improvements to the original construction would include dividing the two rearing rooms into four smaller areas, adding positive air pressure to the main room (A) to prevent outside contamination, and sealing all floors with plastic resin.

**TABLE 4-1.**—Major components for rearing facility for vegetable and sugarbeet insects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference No.</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(fig. 4-8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Air conditioners, 14,000-Btu/h cooling and 12,700-Btu/h heating for rooms B and C; 9,500-Btu/h cooling for room D (Fedders AEB12E3G and GA4-3; Fedders AeA 10W 76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Heater, heavy-duty, dual-range, 1,230- and 1,850-Btu/h (Arvin 11 HO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Steam kettle, 7G-1 (Green model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Boiler, 87,888-kj/m², 430,000-Btu/h (Parker Boiler FN 15700)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Water heater, 114-l, 46,000-Btu/h (Mission State Stove VT1 30 H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Hoist, electric, 906-kg (Dresser, custom-made)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dehumidifiers, 6.0-l/d and 15.1-l/d (Westinghouse ECJ 20001; Dayton 5H046A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CUSTOM INSECT-REARING FACILITY**

N. C. Leppa, S. L. Carlyle, C. W. Green, and W. J. Pons

Insect Attractants, Behavior, and Basic Biology Research Laboratory
Science and Education Administration
Gainesville, Fla. 32601

The facility is composed of four primary rooms, four secondary rooms, three internal modular rooms, and an adjacent corridor (fig. 4-1). Each of these areas is specialized and managed according to specific insect-rearing operations (fig. 4-5). The purpose of these 11 rooms is to house the resources required to provide a continuous supply of high-quality insects. Three kinds of endeavor are involved: (1) programmed rearing—propagation of noctuid moths and other Lepidoptera; (2) support services—preparation of diet and other raw materials for external use; and (3) research—development of effective and economical procedures by understanding the biology of cultured species.

**SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION**

The 7.6- by 5.2- by 3.0-m primary rooms are constructed with external walls of conventional reinforced plaster and brick veneer; the internal partitions are also plastered. Each room is provided with 0.9- by 2.1-m steel doors, continuous floor covering extending 11.5 cm up each wall, four 115-V outlets and one 212-V outlet, nine recessed fluorescent light fixtures (four 1.2-m lamps/fixture), a central humidifier in the ceiling, and has light-green epoxy enamel on all exposed surfaces. In addition, there is a divided steel sink with waste disposal; hot, cold, and demineralized water faucets; a 1.7- by 1.2-m heating and cooling radiator recirculating fan unit (on the rear wall); and an air source (13°C) near the ceiling. The outside doors have 57.2- by 90.1-cm windows and overhead, 49.5-cm², variable speed air-circulating fans. Ambient environmental conditions are provided for the other internal areas by the common air-conditioning system of these four primary rooms.

The secondary rooms (3.6 by 2.4 by 3.0 m) are equipped for three different purposes. A commercial walk-in freezer (2.9 by 2.1 by 2.1 m) has an operating range of —20°C to ambient (see fig. 4-4, I-C). A compressor is
mounted outside the facility, but the controls are adjacent to the 0.9- by 2.0-m door. Each side of two very specialized adult-colony rooms (II-B and III-D) is provided with two 2.1-m fluorescent lamps, a low-intensity night light, three 110-V electrical outlets, a humidification system that circulates hot water (fig. 1-6), and an effective filtration and air-circulation system. This system (21.5 m³/min) draws from the front and rear of the moth cages, and also from below them, down through a blower (see figs. 1-1 and 1-5, 19) mounted in a box fitted with a 40.6- by 50.8- by 2.5-cm fiberglass furnace filter. A thermostatically controlled exhaust fan is mounted in the ceiling. Also, an additional heating and cooling radiator extends into each room. In the harvest and maintenance room, there is an office for the insectary manager (see fig. 4-4, IV-B).

The internal modular rooms (II-C, III-B, and III-C) are 3.1 by 3.1 by 3.0 m. They are subdivisions of the primary rooms and are partitioned by forcing preassembled panels, made of tempered Masonite over 5.1- by 5.1-cm wooden frames, against the existing ceiling and floor. Ambient environmental conditions are obtained in individual rooms by means of a temperature controller (see fig. 4-5, 50), 1,500-V shielded heater, humidistat, humidifier, two banks of fluorescent lamps with an electrical timer, and a continuously operating 41-cm² axial fan. A list of major components is given in table 4-2.

**OPERATION**

The traffic pattern is organized so that operations are performed sequentially from the maximum security areas (I and II) to the other locations (III and IV) that require only limited control. Raw materials are inspected for contamination in the outer corridor and stored in
FIGURE 4-6.—Diagram of humidification system for adult-colony rooms. a, Humidistat. b, 115-V a.c. relay. c, Hot-water-supply solenoid. d, Fast-recovery water heater. e, 1.3-cm-diameter hot-water supply pipe. f, Flow-regulation valve. g, Evaporator trough (2.1 by 0.2 by 0.1 m). h, 3.2-cm-diameter overflow drain pipe. i, Drain. j, Drain solenoid. Each room has two evaporator troughs. Blowers provide continuous air circulation over surface of the water.

the diet preparation room (see fig. 4-4, I). In this room diet ingredients are weighed on an analytical balance (5) or metered volumetrically under the fume hood. Then they are transferred to a steam-jacketed kettle (8) and cooked, mixed in a high-speed blender (7), and poured into containers arranged on a counter (10). While the diet is being prepared, the eggs are harvested from colonies in three rooms (II-B, II-C, and III-D), surface-sterilized at the sink (see fig. 4-4, 18), and applied to rearing-container lids on the work surfaces (14, 15, and 16). After about 2 hours, the lids are placed on the containers of larval diet in the egg treatment area (II-A). The larvae develop in incubators (II-B and III-C). The pupae and other rearing products are harvested in the harvest and maintenance room (IV), where routine maintenance, such as purchasing, packaging, preparation of adult diet, and waste disposal, are also performed. The entire facility is cleaned daily.

EVALUATION

The facility was originally improvised by modifying four existing laboratories and limiting access through the adjacent corridor. Then it was organized, equipped, and staffed with three technicians in order to produce 100,000 to 200,000 lepidopteran pupae of 6 to 10 species per month, plus unfinished materials such as diet, containers, and eggs for outside rearing. This effort required the maintenance of adequate moth colonies and an output of about 757 l of base larval diet per month, modified for each species during final blending. Generally, this facility has been adequate for its intended purpose since 1972.

If a building of this overall configuration were constructed specifically for insect rearing, certain modifications would be beneficial. The corridor (V) should be widened by 50 percent and extended the entire length of the facility to provide for an office adjacent to the harvest and maintenance room (IV). Then the insectary office (IV-B) could be used for an adult colony, and traffic would be routed through the main door of the harvest and maintenance room. This room should have a large window on an outside wall to provide relief for personnel from the very tedious and confining tasks performed in this area. Also, all primary rooms should have completely independent air-conditioning systems, 1 or 2 floor drains, and at least 12 electrical outlets. A minimum of 15 percent additional floor space should be provided for storage of disposable materials. A final recom-

TABLE 4-2.—Major components for custom insect-rearing facility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference No. (figs. 4-4, 4-5)</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Overhead cabinet, 1.2- by 0.3- by 1.2-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Hamilton 10P75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Analytical balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Mettler P10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Freezer, double-door, 1.2-m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Foster T1-4-A-O-U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Blender, 3.8-l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Waring CB-6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Kettle, steam-jacketed, 18.9-l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Green TDB/4-20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Freezer, walk-in, 16-m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Larkin Carts CPE-72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14, 15</td>
<td>Laminar-flow hood, 1.9- by 0.9- by 1.5-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pure Aire 729 B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Blower, direct-drive, 408-l/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Dayton 4C030)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Time switch, 24-h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Intermatic T103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Autoclave, electric, 0.17-m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Amsco P-86008-91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Water heater, booster, 38-l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Rheem EG 15-10-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Temperature controller, Dialatrol, 7°±0.5° to 60°±0.5° C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Honeywell R7350A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mendation is the addition of an external-cleaning and general-maintenance area.

Increased demands for diet and treated eggs have prompted a proposed reallocation of available space into maximum security. Doors should be added between the diet preparation room (I) and adult-colony room (II-B) and in the center of a partition extending across the egg treatment room (II) from the existing wall of the other adult-colony room (II-C). Then the adult colonies from this room would be housed with the moths that are already maintained outside the facility. If necessary, the auxiliary harvest, storage, and distribution areas could also be located elsewhere and integrated with the main operation.

MODIFIED FACILITY FOR HOST AND PARASITOID REARING

G. W. GANTT, F. D. BREWER, and D. F. MARTIN
Bioenvironmental Insect Control Laboratory
Science and Education Administration
P.O. Box 225, Stoneville, Miss. 38776

Existing rooms, utilities, and air conditioning on the first floor of the U.S. Delta States Agricultural Research Center, Stoneville, Miss., were modified at minimum expense to provide this facility. It is designed to furnish laboratories for development of rearing techniques to produce the sugarcane borer, Diatraea saccharalis (F.), and its parasite the Cuban fly, Liriomyza diatraeae (Townsend). Primary research efforts intended to satisfy this objective include (1) improving artificial diets, (2) designing egg and larval-infesting techniques, (3) preventing microbial contamination in colonies, (4) determining suitable container-covering materials, (5) improving methods for filling containers with diet, (6) developing superior host-larvae and parasitoid-puparia harvest techniques, and (7) improving the techniques for infesting hosts with parasitoid maggots.

SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION

The facility is comprised of five holding rooms, restroom, storeroom, hallway, diet-dispensing and larval-infesting area, general workroom, harvest area, and diet-sterilization room (fig. 1-7). The general workroom (3) houses two walk-in growth chambers, a refrigerator, upright freezer, laminar-flow hood, sink, fume hood, and an ultraviolet (UV) light passthrough (table 1-3). The diet-dispensing and larval-infesting room (2) contains a balance, sink, fume hood, center counter, refrigerator, and two laminar-flow hoods. The harvest room (5) contains a sink, exhaust hood, UV-light passthrough, and an autoclave that connects with the general workroom. The diet-sterilization room (4) contains the unitherm or flash-sterilizing machine, electric steam generator, and a divided sink.

The original air-supply ducts are equipped with high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters to supply clean air to all but the harvest and diet-sterilization rooms. Approximately 299 m³ of the area are supplied with ultrafiltered air and 33 m³ with unfiltered air. The filters are added to the existing ducts that furnish hot and cold air from the central air-conditioning system. The filters are 99.97 percent efficient in the dioctyl phthalate aerosol penetration (DOP) test for particles 0.3 μm or larger and effectively reduce the bacterial and fungal contamination by 60 percent. Prefilters are located in the penthouse of the building.

A steam humidifier and supplemental electric heater are installed downstream from the absolute HEPA filters in the air-supply ducts of the holding rooms (7-11). The humidistat and thermostat are located in room 9. Occasionally, portable humidifiers are used for additional humidification of the holding rooms. The ceiling height is 2.4 m in these rooms, corridors, and restroom and 3.7 m in the other rooms.

A spiral-tube food sterilizer in the diet-sterilization room (4) is used to flash sterilize the diet. The machine was modified to handle soyflour and wheat germ diet mixture by installing valves on the outlet line of the high-pressure pump. Thus, air and some food, when necessary, are expelled from the line to dislodge particles from under the valves of the pump. Also, the slow-speed stirrer in the product tank is replaced with an agitator to keep...
the diet material in suspension. A Coates electric boiler is situated in the same room to provide steam at 7 kg m\(^{-2}\) to the sterilizer. A removable section is built in the wall between rooms 3 and 4 to allow removal of the food sterilizer if necessary (see fig. 4–7, cross hatch on floor plan).

**OPERATION**

The facility is entered through double doors, and operations are initiated in the diet-dispensing and larval-infestation room (2). When small amounts of diet are required, dietary ingredients are weighed on analytical balances and mixed in a 3.8-l food blender. Larger amounts, 3.8 l or more, are prepared with the flash-sterilizing machine. Filling 30-ml plastic cups with diet, infesting these cups with newly hatched horer larvae, and capping are all accomplished beneath a laminar-flow hood. The cups are placed in holding cartons, stacked on mobile carts, and moved to one of the holding rooms. After larval development is nearly complete, the carts are moved into the general workroom, and the cups are transferred into

**TABLE 4–3.—Major components for modified facility for host and parasitoid rearing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference No. (fig. 4–7)</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Autoclave, 0.5- by 0.5- by 1.0-m (Consolidated Stills &amp; Sterilizers SSR-3A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>Growth chambers, 2.2- by 1.6- by 2.4-m (Sherer-Gillett CEL-510)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>Laminar-flow hoods, 0.7- by 1.8- by 0.7-m; 0.8- by 1.2- by 0.8-m; and 1.2- by 2.5- by 0.6-m (Liberty Industries 4403LC; Agnew-Higgins 28-5; and Clean Room Products 4804 DFS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Steam generator, electric, 50C-Btu/h (Cam Industries 12CR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Flash sterilizer, spiral-tube (Unitherm Bae IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Holding cart, Stackmaster (William Hodges AF548)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Humidifier, portable, 40-l (Arvin 51032-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ultra filters, Super-Flow, particulate air, 0.07 (\mu) efficient (Flanders Filters H-7070-L, size F)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the harvest room by way of the UV-light passthrough. The larvae and pupae are harvested from each cup, disinfected, and returned back across the passthrough (with lights off) into the general workroom. The borer pupae are placed in emergence containers in a walk-in growth chamber for adult emergence, mating, and oviposition. Eggs are collected daily, surface-sterilized, placed in flasks, and transported to a holding room for hatching. The newly hatched borer larvae are then transferred to the diet-dispensing and larval-infesting room to repeat the operational cycle.

The harvested borer larvae are infested with Cuban fly maggots and further incubated for parasitoid production. After pupation of the parasitoids, the cups are transferred across the passthrough into the harvest room (5), and the puparia are removed, disinfected, and passed back into the general workroom again by way of the passthrough (with lights off). These puparia are placed inside cages that are transferred to a walk-in growth chamber. The flies emerge and mate within these cages. After 10 to 14 days the female flies are removed, suspended in an agar-water solution, and macerated in a blender to release the maggots from their uteri. Finally, the maggots are collected and used to infest another generation of sugarcane borer larvae.

Personal hygiene, restriction of personnel, disinfection of all materials with chemicals and UV-light, and daily disinfection of all work areas are emphasized to prevent microbial contamination in the colony. Also, personnel working in rooms supplied with unfiltered air are discouraged from entering areas supplied with filtered air. This facility is monitored for microbial contamination on a regular schedule.

EVALUATION

The facility and associated equipment are suitable for maintaining a substantial sugarcane borer brood colony for rearing the parasitic Cuban fly. However, since this facility is a modification of floor space originally designed for nonrearing purposes, the following improvements are suggested: (1) Install individual temperature, humidity, photoperiod, and air-circulation controls for each of the five holding rooms; (2) provide an air shower at the entrance; (3) separate general workspace from the access corridor; (4) enlarge the harvest room and provide a floor drain; (5) equip the diet-sterilization room with a floor drain; (6) recess light fixtures in the ceiling, and lower the ceiling height to 2.4 m in all rooms; (7) include an ethylene oxide autoclave; (8) add pressure gages to indicate the condition of HEPA filters; and (9) weld the connections in the filtered-air ducts to make them airtight. Since airflow from the ducts is still 378 l/s after 2 years of operation, the more-than-adequate filters are not restricting airflow. Connections in the filtered-air ducts were made according to Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National Association, Inc. (SMACNA), standards, but all slip connections are not completely airtight. Thus, welded connections should have been specified.

MEDIA-PREPARATION AND BROOD-COLONY FACILITY

F. D. BREWER, C. W. GANTT, and D. F. MARTIN
Biometrical Insect Control Laboratory
Science and Education Administration
P.O. Box 225, Stoneville, Miss. 38776

The facility is divided into three primary work areas, two for maintenance of brood colonies and one for centralized media preparation (fig. 1-8). This entire controlled-access system (246 m²) is operated to provide a source of eggs and diet for a proposed adjacent mass-production "factory." The arrangement is currently being tested with the corn earworm, Heliothis zea (Boddie), and the sugarcane borer, Diatraea saccharalis (F.). Ultimately, a maximum output of 250,000 lepidopteran pupae per day will be produced to support large-scale biological-control projects.

SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION

The media-preparation area (B) is a 11.0-by 6.1-by 3.7-m wood-frame structure permanently mounted on a concrete slab containing
three floor drains. Double steel doors provide ample access through external walls constructed of weatherproof plywood coated with yellow enamel paint. The internal walls are made of sheetrock coated with epoxy enamel. There are fourteen 115-V electrical outlets, 14 fluorescent light fixtures (four 1.2-m lamps per fixture), and 2 ceiling-mounted 1,500-W heaters. Fresh air is supplied by a blower located on the roof. A portable fan provides ventilation in the summer, and a heater warms the area during the winter.

The brood-colony areas (A and A') are identical and each is composed of three mobile-home units joined to form one integral structure. The exterior walls are aluminum with a light-yellow enamel finish. The interior walls are sheetrock coated with white epoxy enamel. The floors consist of a resinous monolithic topping poured over wood subflooring. These semimobile structures are mounted on concrete masonry blocks and anchored with steel tie rods. Heating and cooling ducts, high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters (99.97 percent effective for particles >0.3 μm), special insect-scale collecting equipment, and humidity controls are located in externally accessible spaces beneath the units.

The environments of most of the brood-colony rooms are maintained for human comfort, except for the harvest areas, which are heated only. Chillers and boilers on the outside apron supply water of the appropriate temperature to double-coiled air-handling units. Dual air compressors and regulators operate the pneumatic controls. Larval holding rooms (29°±1° C) have a 12-h photophase with 50±5 percent RH controlled by a single humidifier. Emergence rooms are operated at 29°±1° C and 85±5 percent RH, but three humidifiers are required. The oviposition room cycles from 26°±1° C during the 14-h photophase to 23°±1° C in the scotophase. RH is maintained at 85±5 percent by three humidifiers. A list of major components is given in table 4-1.

### TABLE 4-1.—Major components for media-preparation and brood-colony facility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference letter (fig. 4-9)</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A, B, A'</td>
<td>Mobile-home units, 3.7- by 16.5-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Franklin Homes, custom-made)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Holding carts, Stackmaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(William Hodges A9548)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Steam generator, gas, 402-Btu/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(York Shipley VTB 12-149542)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ultra filters, Super-Flow, particulate air, 99.97% efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pallens Filters H-7070, size F)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the door of vestibule A-1. Next, technicians move to the dressing room (A-2) to shower and dress in clean, sanitary clothing. Then they proceed through corridor A-5 to the larval holding room, where diet is received from the media-preparation area. After the larval-rearing containers are filled with sterile diet, they are infested with surface-sterilized eggs and closed. The containers are stored on carts (HC) in the larval holding room during larval development and for about 4 days of the pupal period. The containers are then passed through a three-door ultraviolet (UV) light passageway (PT) into the harvest room (A-6), where the pupae are harvested and disinfected. Pupae needed to maintain the colony are transferred back across the same UV-light passageway into the emergence room (A-7). The remaining pupae are placed inside specially designed 61-cm³ emergence cages (EC).

Each day moths are collected from these cages and transferred to oviposition cages on pallets (OP) in the oviposition room (A-8). Eggs are laid on cloths that are collected from these cages daily. Finally, the eggs are removed from the cloths during disinfection and trans-
ported to the larval holding room (A-9) for use in infesting new containers.

The facility requires one or two technicians to prepare media and three to care for the brood colony and perform routine maintenance. Strict sanitation protocols are assured by emphasizing personal hygiene and by disinfecting all materials and work areas with chemicals and UV light. The brood colony is monitored on a regular schedule for microbial contamination. Apparently, this facility and its supporting equipment are adequate for propagating host insects to supply eggs for the proposed mass-production facility. However, the following improvements should be added: (1) A distilled-water supply, (2) steam injection for maintaining optimum humidities rather than individual electric humidifiers, (3) garbage-disposal unit mounted on the sink in the larval holding room, (4) gas-fumigation chamber, and (5) a completely isolated shower area between the two dressing rooms.

PILOT FACILITY FOR MASS REARING OF BOLL WEEVILS

J. G. Griffin and O. H. Lindig
Boll Weevil Research Laboratory
Science and Education Administration
Mississippi State, Miss. 38762

The facility is essentially a two-story building consisting of a main floor, service attic, and basement (fig. 4-10). It was financed and constructed by the Mississippi Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station in 1971 and is located on the campus of Mississippi State University (Griffin et al. 1971). The main floor has about 1,356 m² of floorspace divided into six areas for offices, production operations, and research. The finished basement provides about 814 m² of additional space. Also, a 1.83-m-wide covered walkway extends around the entire perimeter of the main floor. This facility is used to mass-produce the boll weevil, Anthonomus grandis Bohemian, and to conduct related research (Sikorowski 1975), furnish prepared diets, and maintain a source colony.

CONSTRUCTION AND SPECIFICATIONS

The 37- by 37-m main floor has sealed windows, separate emergency exits, entrance, dressing rooms, showers, and restrooms for each of the following five primary areas: (I) Egg production, (II) media preparation, (III) larval production, (IV) adult sterilization, and (V) reserve colony (fig. 4-11). The outside of the exterior cinder-block walls of this level are covered with brick veneer. The internal partitions and ceilings are finished with moisture-resistant gypsum board mounted on metal studs. Observation panels and emergency exits are installed in four rooms (III-C, I-E, I-F, and I-H). Equipment, supplies, and insects are transferred from one area to another by means of 1.0- by 1.1- by 1.2-m pass-through cabinets. The dressing rooms and restrooms have exposed concrete floors, and the shower and cleanup rooms have ceramic tile floors with drains. All other rooms are constructed with concrete slabs topped with troweled-on mortar and epoxy compound that extends 10 cm up the walls. The interior wall and ceiling surfaces are painted with a light-colored epoxy enamel. Solid-concrete exterior walls and cinder-block interior partitions are used in the basement (fig. 4-12).

The light fixtures and electrical receptacles are recessed and weatherproofed, and the switches for the lights in the production rooms are located in panel boxes in the adjacent dressing rooms. Electrical outlets are positioned along the walls, and at least two receptacles
extend from each ceiling to about 2 m above the floor in rooms I–B, II–B, and III–B. Utility outlets are installed in both sides of a wall only where the wall does not separate two production areas.

A central 85-hp liquid chiller system provides water at 7.5°C to 12 separate air-conditioning units on the main level. Air is heated in these units by hot water flowing through coils; cooling and dehumidification of the air depend on similar but separate cold-water coils. In addition, steam humidifiers are installed in the air-supply ducts of rooms that have controlled RH. Rooms I–D, I–E, I–F, II–C, IV–B, and IV–C have individual air-circulation units; other blowers are operated to prevent mixing of air from adjacent rooms. All fresh air and the re-circulated air in the larval development rooms (I–D and III–C) pass through high-efficiency, particulate air (HEPA) filters. The environments in rooms I–D, I–E, I–F, III–C, IV–B, and IV–C are maintained at 30°C ± 1°C and 50 ± 2 percent RH, with continuous light. Elsewhere in the facility, a temperature of 24°C ±

1. C with no RH or light control is adequate. Air supply and return registers in the ceilings are covered with 14-mesh wire screen. Temperature and RH sensors are located in the return-air ducts, and associated air-handling equipment is housed in the attic.

OPERATION

In general, operations are performed sequentially, with the traffic pattern flowing to progressively less clean areas. Diets are formulated in the basement and transferred by elevator to the media-preparation room (II-B), where the dry ingredients are mixed with water and sterilized by a flash sterilizer (table 4-5). The diet is then passed through stainless-steel tubes from the sterilizer to either the pellet-making machines (adult diet, room I-B or III-B) or a laminar-flow clean hood in one of the egg-planting rooms (larval diet, room I-D or I-C).

The adult diet moves through the pellet-making machine, is formed, covered with wax, placed in containers, and stored in refrigerators. Once each day, pellets are removed from the refrigerators and fed to the adult weevils. Simultaneously, pellets from the previous feeding are collected. These egg-infested pellets are transported to room I-G, where the wax cover is removed and the eggs are separated from the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4-5.—Major components for pilot facility for mass rearing of boll weevils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference No.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(fig. 4-11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-B, II-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-B, II-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-D, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-E, IV-B and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-F, IV-C, V-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
food material, which is discarded. The clean eggs are transferred to an egg-planting room (I-D or II-C). The accumulated wax is placed in a steam kettle, sterilized, and recycled through the waxer of the pellet-making machine. The equipment and facility are cleaned daily.

In the egg-planting room, the larval diet is caught in sterilized pitchers, poured manually into petri dishes, cooled, and scarified on the surface. Eggs from the adult colony are mixed in a sterile sugar-starch solution and sprayed on the surface of the diet. The dishes of diet and eggs are then placed under a clean-air hood until the planting solution is dried from the surface of the diet. Lids are placed on the dishes, which are stacked on carts destined for a larval-development room (I-D or III-C). After about 13 days, the lids are removed and the dishes are placed in emergence boxes. These boxes are maintained in emergence rooms I-E or IV-B for 4 days; emergent weevils are collected daily. Finally, the spent diet and dishes are discarded, and the boxes are washed.

The weevils from emergence room I-E are separated into groups by weight; then they are placed in oviposition cages and transferred to oviposition room I-F for egg production. After 14 days the cages are removed from the oviposition room, and the weevils are discarded and the cages cleaned. The weevils from room IV-B are separated into groups by weight, placed in cages in feeding room IV-C for 6 days, and fed diet containing a chemosterilant. They are then removed from the cages, placed in packages, and transferred to the basement on the dumbwaiter in room IV-H. In the basement, the weevils are loaded into vehicles and transported to the field, where they are released.

**EVALUATION**

The facility was used to produce boll weevils for the Pilot Boll Weevil Eradication Experiment that was conducted in southern Mississippi and adjoining areas of Louisiana and Alabama during the summers of 1972 and 1973. A production rate of about 2 million weevils per week was achieved during the summer of 1972. Since then, the facility has been used for research purposes and has performed satisfactorily. In particular, the room arrangement has provided an efficient and effective material and workflow pattern. However, the following changes are recommended: (1) Design and install equipment that will improve air circulation and thus enhance egg production and larval development; (2) eliminate windows or provide another means of reducing the high light intensities that cause overcrowding of weevils in brighter parts of the oviposition cages; (3) provide HEPA filters in return air ducts of the air-conditioning system to prevent excessive contamination in emergence and oviposition rooms; (4) eliminate direct passage between the egg-harvesting and pellet-making rooms; (5) install floor drains, since wet-dry vacuum cleaners are unsatisfactory for cleaning and sanitizing; (6) provide a blower to increase the velocity of air used to dry the implanted dishes and add RH control to the egg-planting rooms; (7) design and install insect-proof light and other fixtures; (8) develop equipment that will handle diet aseptically; (9) establish protocols and training procedures for each rearing operation; (10) provide backup equipment and personnel for each phase of the system, including air conditioning; (11) provide a communications system that will not require dialing or handling of receivers; (12) eliminate windows or insulate existing windows and walls to prevent internal moisture condensation; (13) add more sensitive temperature and RH sensors and controllers in the critical production rooms; (14) install 1.22-m-wide doors that open into each area from the outside (minimum width of 1.02 m for interior doors); (15) build elevator shafts with glazed-tile block or cinder block with a special glaze covering and include a floor drain; (16) provide a central system for monitoring the temperature and RH of the larval production, emergence, and oviposition rooms; and (17) install an air switch in the supply duct of the air-handling system to switch off heating or cooling water and humidifying steam if air movement stops in the duct.
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